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Egyptian Foreign Minister Quits 4e
Cracks Begin To Appear In Fragile Mideast Pact
By FRANK CORMIER
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — Cracks
began to appear today in the fragile
structure of Mideast peace fashioned at
Camp David, as Egyptian Foreign
Minister Mohanuned-i. Kernel resigned
and Israeli Prime Ministec Menachem
Begin differed with U.S. officials about
Israel's right to put new settlements on
the West Bank.
Reports of Kamel's resignation were
confirmed by knowledgable American
officials, who expressed fear it was an
indication that Egyptian President
Anwar Sadat could not sell the
agreement to the Arab world.
Kamel became foreign minister after
Ismail Fahmy resigned last year in
protest of Sadat's initial peace overture
to Israel.
Begin, speaking in Hebrew to an
audience limited to Israeli reporters,
cast more doubt on the durability of the
agreement when he said Israel had
made no commitment to establish no
new settlements on the West Bank
during the five-year transition period
envisaged by the agreement.
After Begin, Sadat and President
Carter signed the agreement Sunday
night, American officials told reporters
HONORS FRIENDS OF ANIMALS — Dr. Keith Heim, right, and Eva Clark,
both with the Calloway County Humane Society, look over a unique
plaque that will hang in the new county animal shelter. The plaque honors
deceased persons whose families have requested that memorial donations
in lieu of flowers be given to the society. The deceased persons are
honored as "friends of animals" with the plaque. In addition, the local
humane society plans to have a plaque with silver plates bearing the name
of each person who contributes $100 or more to the society. Those per-
sons will also be named "special friends of animals" with their con-
tributions.
Photo Bv Jennie B. Cordon
that Israel had committed itself to
establishihg no new settlements during
the negotiations for Palestinian
autonomy in the region.
Begin also told the Israeli press that
Israel planned to maintain a military
presence in the West Bank area even
after the transition period to insure
Israeli security.
He also disclosed that the United
States had promised to build Israel two
new airbases in the Negev Desert to
replace those in the Sinai being
returned to Egyptian control.
There was no immediate explanation
of the apparent discrepancy between
Begin's version of the agreement and
that of the U.S. officials.
Meanwhile, Carter, claiming success
"far beyond any expectations" at his
Camp David summit, plans to solicit
support from Congress for the peace
framework he signed with Begin and
Sadat.
Carter was to address Congress
tonight in joint session at 7 p.m. CDT.
The ABC, NBC and CBS networks all
said they would televise the speech live.
At an emotion-packed White House
ceremony, Carter joined Prime
Minister Begin and President Sadat in
formally adopting a wide-ranging
accord Sunday that Carter said "will
provide that Israel may live in peace
within secure borders."
Also initialed was a companion
document that envisions the negotiation
of a peace treaty between Egypt and
Israel within three months.
The summit agreements won im-
mediate and nearly unanimous praise
Community Theatre s inside today
Auditions
Auditions for "Mute Man," an up-
coming Community Theatre production
will be postponed for one week due to a
delay in the arrival of script material, a
spokesman said today.
Cast auditions scheduled for today
and Tuesday will be re-scheduled to
Monday, Sept. 25 and Tuesday, Sept. 26
at 3:30 p.m. and again at 7 p.m.
The orchestra tryouts will be
Senate Opponents Face Uphill
Fight Against Gas Compromise
By MIKE SHANAHAN
Associated PrestiVriter
WASHINGTON (AP) — Working
against a concentrated and apparently
successful White House lobbying effort,
Senate opponents of the natural gas
compromise are facing an uphill fight
in attempts to kill the multibillion-
dollar pricing scheme.
In the first of a series of showdown
votes, the Senate will act Tuesday on a
move to send the compromise back to
the same House-Senate conference
committee that produced it.
The bill would lift controls on
newfound natural gas in 1985 and
permit a steady increase in prices
between now and then. The conferees
estimated that it would send $9 billion in
added revenue to natural gas producers
and boost an average homeowner's bill
by $13 a year by 1985.
Most counts, including an informal
Associated Press survey, show the
disparate coalition opposing the
compromise will lose the initial test
vote.
On the compromise itself, the AP
count shows 48 firm or tentative votes
in support, 39 against and 13 undecided.
Senate Majority Leader Robert C.
Byrd said Saturday he feels sure there
are 49 firm votes for the compromise.
The West Virginia Democrat said he
believes the long battle for passage of
the bill is "virtually over the top."
Tuesday's initial natural gas vote is
to be followed by others in which op-
ponents will propose various changes to
the motion under which the com-
promise would be sent back to the
conferees.
If, as expected, these efforts fail, the
Senate will vote Sept. 27 on the com-
promise itself — the product of 10
months of delicate negotiations with
House conferees. „ r
While opponents have not given up,
one Senate source, declining to be
identified, said there was little activity
against the compromise over the
weekend. The source said there seemed
little hope that the momentum in favor
of the bill could be reversed.
While the bill is far different from the
natural gas portion of the Carter ad-
ministration's original energy plan, the
president has said passage is crucial to
the success of his energy policies.
The compromise has appeared dead
in Congress several times. As recently
as three weeks ago, Senate approval
seemed unlikely.
The opposition ranks, including
conservative Republiefins and con-
sumer-oriented liberal Democrats, said
the pricing plan was too complex and
unwieldy. Carter was accused of ob-
taining the compromise agreement
only after making political trades on
other issues.
But the president enlisted the help of
special White House trade negotiator
Robert Strauss to coordinate a selective
lobbying campaign in which Vice
President Walter F. Mondale played a
major role.
There was a change of heart among
many gas producers and big cor-
porations that had opposed the com-
promise originally. They either agreed
not to work against the measure, or
said they would support it.
Charges Are Planned Today
Against Inmate For Shooting
EDDYVILLE, Ky. (API -- State
police said charges would be filed today
against a Kentucky State Penitentiary
inmate accused of shooting and
wounding prison Superintendent
Donald Bordenkircher.
Deputy Warden Charles Eastland
said Bordenkircher was shot in the leg
Saturday when he confronted the in-
mate.
A prison spokeswoman said Sunday
that officials there would have no
further statements on the-Incident and
referred all questions to the state's
public information office.
The Courier-Journal in Louisville
said in a copyrighted story in today's
editions that the confrontation occurred
at Bordenkircher's state-owned house,
a few hundred yards from the prison.
where the inmate, identified as John
Howard Fulton, was assigned to work
as a trusty.
The inmate was at the house when
Bordenkircher, his wife, Shirley, and
their 18-year-old daughter, Shannon,
returned from a shopping trip, the
newspaper said.
Bordenkircher told the paper the
prisoner pointed a pistol at him and
said, "I've got to kill you and your wife
and your girl. It's got to be that way."
The superintendent grabbed at the
pistol, which went off, wounding him,
before tie could ,subdue the inmate.
Moments later, prison security people
arrived at the house, the newspaper
said.
Bordenkircher said Fulton had been a
model trusty for three months, the
newspaper said
State Police Detective James Potter
said formal charges in connection with
the case would be filed today.
Brandenburg was wounded in the left
leg, Eastland said Saturday night. The
superintendent was treated for the
wound at Lourdes Hospital in Paducah
and released, according to a hospital
spokeswoman.
Eastland said Saturday that state
police were conducting the in-
vestigation at the prison. He also in-
dicated ik was not known where the
trusty got the gun.
Bordenkircher,. who became warden
at the 90-year-old prison in August 1976,
is a veteran of 20 years in correctional
work.
He had served on the staffs of West
Virginia State Prison at Moundsville
and, earlier, on the staff at San Quentin
Prison in California.
from Democrats and Republicans on
Capitol Hill. Sen. Richard Stone, D-
Fla., chairman of the Middle East
Aibcommittee, called them "an ex-
ellent beginning."
But Sen. Henry M. Jackson, D-Wash.,
me of a small group of senators invited
lo the White House for the signing
ceremony, expressed concern over
possible criticism from Egypt's
enemies who he said "will do
everything they can to torpedo" the
accords.
Although the Congress has no direct
role in implementation of the
agreements, Carter and his summit
partners are seeking moral support for
their efforts.
American officials said Carter, Sadat
and Begin agreed to nothing that would
call for American military involvement
in carrying out the Camp David ac-
cords.
The dramatic proposal for an
Egyptian-Israeli treaty may not sit well
with Egypffls Arab neighbors because it
would involve a separate peace that
would leave unsettled Israel's historic
conflict with other Arab neighbors —
Jordan, Syria and Lebanon.
Ignoring this and other uncertainties,
Begin turned to Sadat and proposed,
"Let us promise each other we shall do
it earlier than within three months."
a_ Although sharp differences remain,
r the prospect of peace between Egypt
and Israel by Christmas was a major
surprise, made more dramatic by the
deep secrecy imposed during the
negotiations.
Carter, who was flanked by the two
Postponed
Thursday, Sept. 28 at 7 p.m., the
spokesman said. All auditions will be at
tra Calloway County Public Library,
711 Main in Murray. Roles for a cast of
over 50 will be filled with people of all
ages, the spokesman said.
Once a Broadway smash hit starring
Robert Preston, the "Music Man,"
authored by Meredith Wilson, centers
on a traveling salesman, Harold Hill,
and his unlikely romance with a music
teacher and librarian, Marian Paroo.
Anyone interested in any phase of the
production should contact the threatre
753-1752) or director Richard Valen-
tine (753-48071 or attend the production
and orchestra auditions.
"Music Man" will be performed
November 9, 10, and 16, 17 and 18.
Mideast leaders, acknowledged "there
are still great difficulties that remain
and many hard issues to be settled."
In sketching one of the key
agreements, Carter said Israel would
end its military rule of the West Bank of
the Jordan River over a five-year
period, while retaining some military
outposts. . .
The Palestinian Arabs now living
under Israeli occupation there and in
the Gaza Strip would choose their own
"self-governing authority" and par-
ticipate in negotiations to determine
their future.
A major question left_ unresolved was
whether concessions offered by Israel
lcoro'
to the Palestinian Arabs will draw
Jordan's King Hussein into the peace
process.
Carter said he hoped "the foresight
and wisdom" demonstrated by Sadat
and Begin will guide all nations "as
they continue to strive toward peace."
On the Sinai front, Carter said Israel
would withdraw its forces more
quickly, under terms of the proposed
treaty that would make Egypt the first
Arab nation to grant formal diplomatic
recognition to the 30-year-old Jewish
state.
On leaving Camp David at the end of
12 days of marathon talks that often
stretched into the small hours of
morning, Begin and Sadat beamed and
waved toward reporters and
photographers as Carter escorted them
to a waiting helicopter.
The trio flew direct to the White
House, where Rosalynn Carter greeted
each of them with a kiss.
At the East Room ceremony,
broadcast live to the nation, the three
men sat together before a gathering of
dignitaries at a small table, the flags of
their countries behind them.
Carter conceded the arduous summit
produced moments when "there was a
danger that human energy would fall,
or patience would be exhausted, or good
will would run out."
But he said Begin, Sadat and their
advisers "found the resources within
them to keep .the chances for peace
alive."
Sadat, speaking next, thanked Carter
for fulfilling his commitment to serving
as a "full partner" in the talks. He
concluded with a prayer that the "spirit
of Camp David" would mark a new
chapter in Middle East history.
Begin began by proposing that the
summit be known as "the Jimmy
Carter Conference," He said Carter not
only worked hard but "took a great risk
on himself."
Turning to Sadat, the Israeli leader
said there was no point in recounting
the "saga" of their differences during
the negotiations.
Key issues sidestepped at Camp
David include the fate of Israeli set-
tlements in the Sinai, seized from
Egypt in the 1967 war, and the nature of
the final arrangement for the West
Bank.
One Section — 12 Pages
Suddenly state administration officials are on the
side of skeptics in the personal service contract
controversy. Sy Ramsey, Associated Press news
analyst, explains the unusual change of heart by





Warm and humid through
Thesday with chance of thun-
derstorms developing Tuesday
afternoon. Low tonight in the
upper 60s to low 70s. High













Aftershocks Rumble In Iran
By PHILIP DO1POULOS
Associated Press Writer
TEHRAN, Iran ( — A series of
aftershocks rumbled through nor-
theastern Iran today where 15,000
people were reported dead or injured
from an earthquake that demolished 40
villages and badly damaged 60 others
on Saturday.
Officials said they feared the death
toll from the quake, which measured 7.7
on the Richter scale and was the
strangest recorded this year, would rise
when reports were received from the
more remote areas.
The new tremors caused panic in the
region about 400 miles southeast of
Tehran and fears of another major
quake.
The official Pars news agency said
two-thirds of the 12,000 residents of the
city of Tabas died and most of the
survivors were injured seriously. It
said several thousand people in villages
surrounding Tabas, epicenter of the
quake, were believed buried lathe
rubble of their homes.
The area is an agricultural region
noted for dates, oranges and grain and
is located on the edge of the Kaveer
Desert.
"Tabas has become a mound of
rubble, bent iron beams and dirt," one
witness said.
"From each family, only one person
has survived," said another.
The national radio and television
service said at least 80 percent of the
town of Firdaus. about 100 miles east of
Tabas, was destroyed and • "many"
were killed or injured.
Rescue teams continued to pull
bodies and a few survivors from the
rubble of the flattened towns, but of-
ficials said even those who were safe
were without shelter.
Officials said most of the injured
would be flown to hospitals near
Tehran.
The Red Lion and Sun, Iran's Red
Cross, dispatched medical supplies,
tents and blankets. Shah Mohammed
Reza Pahlavi ordered 700 soldiers to the
stricken area to help rescue and
medical workers. The soldiers set up
field hospitials and ditributed food,
water and medicine.
Mass burials were ordered as tem-
peratures in the area rose to 90 degrees
and bodies decomposed.
The government announced three
days of mourning for the quake victims.
SPECIAL PRESENTATION — A special one-time only presentation of "Twilight Cabaret" on Friday evening Sep-
tember 22 at 8:00 p.m. in the University Theatre will kick-off the 1978-79 theatre Season. Season tickets will be
available and refreshments will be served. No admission will be charged. Pictured here are cast members: Francie
Beard, David Price, Robin Crutcher, Rusty Jones, Rhonda Hen,, Tim Hawkins, Nancy Beard, and Johnny Cannon.
•





What kind of day will
tomorrow be' To find out what
the stars say, read the
forecast given for your birth
Sign.
ARIES
Mar. 21 to Apr. 20• )lint:t
:ndifference is encountered
from someone you relied on





Apr. 21 to May 211 °CI,
No problem is toe difficult
for you to solve today even
though they appear mon-
strous. Just take one at a time,
and look at it rationally.
GEMINI
May 22 to June 21) 114*
Seeing both sides of a
question can help judgment as
long as it does not keep you
rrom choosing a course of
action. Be more decisive.
CANCER
June 22 to July 23)
Your normally good nature
is ruffled by word-of-mouth
news of a friend, but when you
check up, a misunderstanding
isat the root of the trouble.
LEO
I July: 24 to Aug. 23 )
Some very strong impulses
are governing your attitude
toward mate or close
associate, and you had better
ease up or risk the chance of
antagonizing.
VIRGO
( Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) WP%.
Moodiness is indicated, but
try to subdue it and turn your
thoughts toward those around
you so they can map you out of
it.
LIBRA
Sept. 24 to Oct. 234
You have an urge to go on a
buying spree, but first con-
sider things you really need
and eliminate the frills. Those
bills are only a month away.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) "1,AV•
Worry is a part of living, but
unproductive if there are no
remedies. Channel your




( Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) 'kV
A very influential person is
coming into your life,
probably through social
contact but could be business.
Be aware of opportunities this
offers.
CAPRICORN
( Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) V
If your wardrobe is not too
spiffy, now is the time to dress
it up. Mate or close friend
should be invited along to
guide you in your choices.
AQUARIUS
( Jan. 21 to Feb. 19) "t"'•
There is plenty of en-
thusiasm you can incite in
others, but make certain you
don't send them on wild goose
chases.
PISCES
1. Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) 
)(
C.
There is a rivalry for your
attention, and the word to the
wise is not to let your head be
turned by flattery.
YOU BORN TODAY are
endowed with great
originality, inventiveness and
Imagination. You have a
constant craving for
knowledge and should never
.stop educating yourself, since
the Virgoan is often the one
who breaks through old
boundaries for greater at-
tainment and opens new vistas
for all. You have a deeply
sensitive nature, are unor-
thodox at unexpected
moments; could make a
skilled scientist, researcher in
technology, educator, actor or
writer. In the latter field, you
could especially succeed as a
dramatic critic, historian or
writer of technical treatises.





after a WELCOME WAGON call.
As your Hostess, it's my job to help you make the
most of your new neighborhood. Our shopping areas.
Community opportunities. Special attractions. Lots of facts
to save you time and money.
Plus a basket of gifts for your family.
I'll be listening for your call.
Inge King 492-8348 Mary Hamilton 753-5570
I.
TUESDAY is Bargain Nit.
At These Theatres
Non UREAT
All Seats $1.25 $3.00 Carload
• •
• .••  • ••. 
Oe•  • • • I.W.A• ••  • •
tonite's movies
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BETTY HASSELL, teacher at Southwest Calloway Elementary School, talks to her math
students. left to right, Jeff Holland Brett Proctor Tammy Brandon. Can Potter, Lee





By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: To get right down to the nitty-gritty, how
does a reasonably intelligent, fairly attractive 26-year-old
single woman meet men? I'm not frantically searching for a
husband -or even a "meaningful relationship"— but I
wouldn't be adverse to it either.
I don't want a man who's interested only in a one-night
stand, but it would be nice to connect with a guy who shares
some of my interests and could brighten up my dull, boring
life. (I'm a 9-to-5 office worker.) Any ideas?
ROBIN
DEAR ROBIN: I received no less than 100 letters this
week asking the same question. so I'll kill 100 "Robins" with
one stone and proffer the following:
The best way to meet decent men is through one's work,
church, friends and interests—out in the mainstream of life.
And no matter how lonely you are, avoid those lonely hearts
clubs, singles bars and the phony computer dating services.
A girl who's in politics can make many new and
interesting friends while gathering names for a petition,
registering voters, or working on a campaign.
Don't overlook adult education classes in the evening—
particularly subjects that appeal to men. (Scuba diving,
aeronautics, auto mechanics, sailing.) You may find that
you're the only woman in a class of 30 men. 1Whoopee " I
Sports offer opportunities galore. If you're not keen on
outdoor sports, try indoor sports. How about pool or
billiards? If you live in • singles apartment with a pool
table, pick up the cue. lila!) If you don't live in a singles
apartment, visit a friend who does. Men hang around good
pool players. They even hang around poor ones so they can
teach them. Either way, you can't lose.)
And last but not least — travel. Consider one of those
affordable group tours. Get out and see the world, and the
world will see YOU!
Above all, don't play games. If you find someone attrac-
tive, don't worry about who makes the first move. It's a
whole new world out there. Help yourself.
DEAR ABBY:I know that most small boys have a natural
aversion to soap and water, but at what age is a boy
supposed to start keeping himself reasonably clean?
I have a son, 13, and you wouldn't believe how he detests
soap and water. And to top it off, he doesn't even want to
wear socks. The answer I get is, "None of the guys wear
socks anymore, mom!"
When he comes home from school grimy and sweaty, and I
tell him to shower before supper, he tells me he had a
shower in gym. so he doesn't have to shower at home. And
he climbs into bed at night, exhausted, with dirty hair and
filthy feet. You should see the bed sheets! You would think
he had been working in the coal mines. And he sleeps until
the last minute in the morning, so he's too rushed to shower
then. Please, Abby, how can I clean up this kid? I don't know
how much longer I can take it.
ROCKY MOUNTAIN NEWS FAN
DEAR FAN: Cleanliness should not be optional. It should
be mandatory, and if your son, at age 13, does not keep
himself reasonably clean, offer to give a bath. And when you
start undressing him. I'll bet he moves!
CONFIDENTIAL TO "LOVES LOVING": Those who
love deeply  grow old; they may die of old age, but
they die young.
Are your problems too heavy to handle alone? Let Abby
kelp you. For • personal, unpublished reply, write: Abby:






We have a special gift for you fron:
Kay Morrissey.
A brand new cookbook filled with 100
"TRIED AND TRUE" RECIPES
FREE
We hope you will take advantage of this
exciting offer.
Join the WEIGHT WATCHERS PROGRAM
Losing weight never tasted so good!
The fee: $10 to Join, then $4 weekly thereafter
(No contracts to sign).








The women of the Oaks
Country Club will hold their
regular ladies day luncheon
on Wednesday, Sept. 20, at
noon.
Carolyn Caldwell, phone
753-7350, and Joyce Thomas,
phone 753-9442, will be
chairmen of the hostesses
and members are asked to
make reservations with
them by Tuesday.
Other hostesses are Bobbie
Buchanan, Sue Pocock, Jane
Taylor, Pat Winchester,
Daphne Kimbro, Juanita
Stations, Carolyn Lane, Sue
Sammons, Joyce Thomas,





McLemore, and .Mrs. James
H. Pierce. "
Turn evaporated milk cans
upside down once a month
to prevent settling.
I .et's Stay Well Dr. F.J.L. BLAS1NGAME
Early Contact Between Mother
And Newborn Is Significant
• Q: Ms. A. T. writes she
has been reading much in
the last few years about
hospitals making an effort
to keep the mother and
baby close together imme-
diately after birth, and
wants to know if this trend
Is a fad brought on from
public pressure or some-
thing that is really based
on good evidence that the
practice is beneficial.
A: I believe that close
and prompt association be-
tween the mother and her
new baby is being encour-
aged in many hospitals
because of public pressure.
The hospitals had become
too organized and rigid in
their routines in delivery
and nursery care to suit
the desires of families,
even to the extent of many
women preferring to have
their babies at home as a
family affair. Unfortunate-
ly, an occasional obstetri-
cal emergency at home
results in a hazardous situ-
ation for either the mother,
the child, or both.
In addition to such fam-
ily wishes, evidence points
out that early contact be-
tween mother and baby
helps to re-enforce the ties
between the mother and
her newborn. It is known
that animals encourage
prompt contact and associ-
ation. For example, if a
goat continues to be with
her kid immediately after
birth, she identifies and
protects her young and
nurses it. If she is sepa-




Great," lived to the ripe old
age of 97 and fathered 111
sons and 67 daughters.
first few minutes of life
(even as little as 10
minutes), she often rejects
her own kid.
Allowing the mother and
baby to come together, for
the mother to hold and
fondle her newborn, for the
two to gaze into each
other's eyes - these ex-
changes have been ob-
served to have a signifi-
cant influence on the
mother and child in later
months. They have been
noted to be more affection-





appear to talk more freely,
gently, and persuasively
with their children, with
less commands and blunt
orders. Such conversation
and behavior can have sig-
nificant influences in the
emotional and intellectual
development of the child.
Other advantages may yet
be discovered by addi-
tional research and long-
range observations.
The benefits appear to
justify the trend toward
early and repeated con-
tacts between a mother





A delicious serving of Catfish Fillet,
fresh gulf select oysters and gulf fried
shrimp, served with choice of potato
southern hushpuppies and cole slow.
S299
Good Every Day Except
Friday & Saturday
Special Good Thru Sept. 21Ith*
For the F tneyl In
•
Etiett-*low *ens Steal, end Seolood
Reston rant
HIGHWAY "IN- 7 DAYS A WW1




123 Fre Stint "" 555-1231
MEN BETTER.
oteile6
HARDWARE STORE, INC. Plat9"
Do-It-Yourself Headquarters
A WIDE SELECTION OF:
• Housewares









#16 • Locks & Keys• Glass Products
We rent power tools and carpet
Cleaning equirfment
Repair service for power tools








123 FIRST STREET N
Across from the
Fairgrounds
OPEN 9 AM TO 9 PM
MON-SAT
•
41 SERVING THE NORTH SIDE
SINCE 1909
555-1238
The more you teL
The more you set

































































"WICHT WATCHERS" AND ARE REGISTERED TRADEMARKS Of
WEIGHT WATCHERS INTERNAtIONAL INC. MANHASSET, NV
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Examination will be at
Calloway County Health
Center and persons may call
753-3381 for an appointment.
.Rho Chapter of Alpha
Delta Kappa will meet at
the home of Crystal Parks
at seven p.m.
Penny Homemakers Club
will meet at the home of
Ruth Parker, 108 North 14th
Street, at 1:30 p.m.
Calloway County Humane
Society will meet at Com-
munity Room, Federal
Savings and Loan, Seventh
and Main, at 7:30 p.m. A
film will be shown and
refreshments served.
Bluegrass CB Club will




will have a skating party
from six to eight p.m.
Murray Chapter of
National Secretaries will
meet at Peoples Bank
Branch Bank community
room at seven p.m.
Past Masters Night will be
held by Murray Lodge No.
105 Free and Accepted
Masons at 7:30 p.m.
Monday, September 18
Baptist Young Women will
meet at the home of Mrs.
Cindy Ragsdale at seven
p.m.
Theta Department of
Murray Woman's Club will
have a salad supper at the
club house at 6:30 p.m.
Recovery, Inc., will meet
at the Health Center, North
Seventh and Olive Streets, at
7:30 p.m.
Single Adult Group will
meet at the parlor of the
First United Methodist
Church at 7:3 p.m.
Parents Anonymous will
meet at the Immanuel
Lutheran Church, 15th and
Main, Murray, at 7:15 p.m.
Tuesday, September 19
Shriners Wives Sewing
Group will meet at the home
of Mrs. Clark Joy, Cypress
Spring Resort, at ten a.m.
for a work meeting.
Ruth Wilson Circle of the
good Shepherd United
Methodist Church will meet
at the church at 1:30 p.m.
Immanuel Lutheran Ladies
will have a salad luncheon
at eleven a.m. and hear Dr.
Mark Singer speak at the
church.
Dexter Senior Citizens will
meet at 9:30 a.m. at the
Dexter Center.
$549
Save a bundle when you get
superior Sonitone
drycleoning It's the dry-
cleaning that gets the soil out
and puts new life bock into
your clothes. Makes whites
whiter, colors brighter
Clothes smell fresher, feel
softer, too So before you
send them off to school, call














TOY mint pr ..... coupon
whim vol. brief yaw detain to Boom,' s Cleranor
Coupon Good










Murray Assembly No. 19
Order of the Rainbow for
Girls will meet at the lodge
hall at seven p.m.
Music Department of
Murray Woman's Club will
meet at the club house at
7:30 p.m. with the chorus to
meet at 6:30 p.m. for
rehearsal.
Murray TOPS Club will
meet at the Health Center at
seven p.m.
Ellis Center will be open
from ten a.m. to three p.m.
for activities by the Senior
Citizens. Devotion will be at
10:05 a.m., group singing at
10:30 a.m., lunch at noon,
and band practice at one
p.m.
Recreation for senior
citizens led by Lee Gamble
of Murray State University
will be from seven to nine
p.m. at the Ellis
Center.
Senior Adults of First
Baptist Church will leave
from the church at ten a.m.
for their trip aboard the
Princess Excursion boat at
Kenlike State Park.
Bazaar workshop of the
First United Methodist
Church Women will be held
at the social hall of the
church at nine a.m.
Wednesday, September 20
J. N. Williams Chapter of
the United Daughters of the
Confederacy will have a
potluck luncheon at the
Community room of the
North Branch of Peoples
Bank, at 11:30 a.m.
Tau Phi Lambda Sorority
will bowl at seven p.m. at
Corvette Lanes.
The Murray Human Rights
Commission will meet in the
council chamber, City Hall,
at 5:30 p.m. Meetings are





The menus for the
Nutrition Program for the
Elderly at the Douglas
Center on North Second
Street, Murray, have been
released by Sally DuFord,
Dietitian-Nutritionist.
Persons may call 753-8938
for reservations. This is a
special funded program for
the benefit of senior citizens.
Meals are also taken to
homes.
The Monday menus is
listed as beef hash, potatoes,
carrots, sliced tomato salad,
hot roll, butter, gingerbread,
applesauce, and milk.
Tuesday's menu will be
fish, tartar sauce, hash
browneci_potato, lima beans,
cole slaw, biscuits, butter,
canteloupe chunks, and milk.
The Wednesdap menu will
be fried chicken, mashed
potato, broccoli, cheese
sauce, hot roll, butter, fresh
apple cookie, and milk.
Thursday the menu will be
roast beef, fluffy rice,
cabbage, tossed salad,
french dressing, corn bread,
butter, chocolate cake and
icing, and milk.
Items on the Friday menu
will be chicken noodle
casserole, zuccini, harvard
beets, peach and cottage
cheese salad, hot roll,




—11 llUt Monday thru Friday
10:30 a.m. til 2 p.m.
12th & Chestnut '
759-4646




Single Tbpping with Meatballa $1.99 $1.39
THIN CAVATINI
_ $1_89 Regular .,__._
$2.19 Super Style
_ _ SUPREME _ .. ..,,$1.59
CAVATiTIF 
___





with Meat bella '$1.59 $1.29
— $2.19 Regular • SPAGHETTI
$2.59 Super Style SUPREME $1.49 $1.19
/ 
Extra Ingredients 30r Each SPAGHETTIwith Meat Sauce $1.29_ .99
Hutson-Hiller Wedding
Vows Are Read At Church
Miss Sherry Hutson,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Rudy C. Hutson of
Buchanan, Tenn., and James
Paul Miller, son of Mr. and
Mrs. R. T. Miller, Corbin
Street, Paris, Tenn., were
married Friday, Aug. 18, in
an impressive double ring
ceremony in the Church of
Christ at Blood River in
Buchanan.
Jim Canter, minister at
the church, officiated at the
candlelight ceremony. Songs
sung by the Harding College
Chorus were selected by the
bride and played by Miss
Jean Milam. "Faithful and
True" was used for the
processional and "The Lord
Bless You and Keep You"
was played for the
recessional.
Bride's Dress
Given in marriage by her
father, the bride wore a
white floor length gown of
chiffon and lace over taffeta.'
The v-neckline and gathered
sleeves were trimmed with
pleated chiffon ruffles. Her
fingertip length Neil was
attached to a caplet of lace
and pearls. She carried a
cascade of yellow rosebuds,
blue daisies, and stephanotis
centered around a large
white hybrid orchid.
The bride's sister, Mrs.
Garry (Betty) Hinson of
Paris, Tenn., was the
matron of honor. Her floor
length princess style gown of
pale yellow crepe featured a
scoop neck and an elbow
,length lace cape. Her hair
was adorned with a cluster
of baby's breath, blue
daisies, and yellow daisies,
centered with white silk
flowerlets. She carried a
cascade of yellow rosebuds
and yellow mums.
Miss Beth Miller, sister of
the groom, was bridesmaid,
and Miss Tricia Miller,
another sister of the groom,
was junior bridesmaid. Their
gowns and bouquets' were
identical to that of the
matron of honor.
The flower girl was Miss
Pamela Dawn Hinson, niece
of the bride. Dressed in pale
yellow crepe and lace, she
carried a lace and chiffon
basket of yellow rose petals.
Joe Miller served as best
man for his brother. Michael
A. Hutson, brother of the
bride, was groomsman.
Junior groomsman was
Kerry Hinson of Paris.
Tenn., nephew of the bride.
Ringbearer was Brian
Hutson, Corbin, another
nephew of the bride.
Bart Brashear and James
Patterson, both of Paris,
Tenn., were ushers. After
seating the mothers, they
lighted the candles and
spread the white aisle cloth
for the bridal party.
The bride's mother wore a
floor length apricot crepe
dress with an elbow length
chiffon overlay. Mrs. Miller,-•
mother of the groom, wore a
floor iength model of powder
blue qiana. Both mothers
wore corsages of white
hybrid orchids.
Mrs. Floyd and Mrs R. T.
Miller, Sr., grandmothers of
the groom, wore white
hybrid orchid corsages.
The guest register was
kept by Mrs. Debbie Barrow
of Buchanan, Tenn.
Among the out of town
guests were Mrs. Don
Hutson, Paula and Brian,




Clarksville, Tenn., Mr. and
Mrs. Earl R. Hutson and
children, Craig. Luanne. and
Adam, Columbus, Ga.
Reception
The parents of the bride
entertained with a reception
at their home.
A yellow and blue color
scheme was carried out at
the serving table and
reception area. The
traditional six-tiered wed-
ding cake was decorated
with yelrow roses, and was
centered between a pair of
candelabra, arranged with
blue daisies, yellow car-
nations, and baby's breath.
Serving the guests were
Miss Cindy Olive and Miss
Pat Olive, nieces of the
beide; MVE-DOIT- Hutson-and ---
Miss Paul Hutson of Corbin,
and Mrs. Carol Fayette of
Dickson-, Tenn.
After the bride tossed her
bouquet and the groom
tossed the bride's garter,
they left for a brief wedding




Mr. and Mrs. James Paul Miller
For travel Mrs. Miller
wore a pale yellow crepe
evening pantsuit and the
orchid from her bouquet.
They are now residing in
Buchahn, Tenn. Mr. Miller
attends Murray State
University and is employed
by ',,the Kroger Company.
Mrs. Miller is employed by




Mr. and Mrs R. T. Miller,
parents of the groom, en-
tertained with a rehearsal
dinner at the Paris Landing
Inn.
The u-shaped tables were
decorated with a centerpiece
of white baby's breath,





The women of the Murray
Country Club will hold their
regular ladies day golf on
Wednesday, Sept. 20, star-
tingtat nine a.m.
Any person that is not
signed up and desires to
play may came and be
paired at the tee. Persons in
the lineup, but unable to
play, are asked to call the
golf hostess, Edith Garrison,
at 753-5383.
The lineup is as follows:




Hibbard, Veneta Sexton, and
Evelyn Jones.
Skating Party Will
Be Held, Murray Rink
The Rangerettes and
Rangers of the Woodmen of
the World will have a
skating party tonight
(Monday) at the new skating
rink on U. S. Highway 641
North.
Members will skate from
5:50 to 7:50 p.m., will meet
at the rink, and also be
picked up at the same
location, a spokesman said.
Phyllis Kain, Betty"






Purdom, Beverly Spann, and
Jane Fitch.
Louise Lamb, Rowena




and Mary B. Overbey.
Mary Watson, Janice
Howe, Vickie Baker, and
Carla Ftexroat.
Lynitta Moses, Emma Sue
Hutson, and Ann Haney.
Sweet onion
Unlike other members of
the onion Ianiily. the sweet
Spanish variety h as an
exceptionally mi Id flavor.
These famous onions from
Oregon and Idaho are also
noted for their giant size.
You'll recognize sweet Span-
ish onions by their round
shape and thin, golden-bronze
skin ..which crackles to the
touch.
I
w -IF r -1 Ina w-9 Ks or et-a t---a
W t, are pleased to an-
nounce that Kathy Har-
ding bride-elect of
George M. Ligon. has
selected her pottery.
stainless and crystal
from our complete bridal
registry.
Kathy and George









































- Whenever President Carter
speaks out on behalf of
• dissidents in the Soviet Union,
the Kremlin accuses him Of • 'in-
terfering in our internal af7
fairs." Now, in their turn, the
: Soviets are interfering in
1 Democratic presidential
politics.
This is the logical conclusion
to be drawn from the political
boost they gave to Sen. Edward
-3 Kennedy of Massachusetts.
who was in Russia last week
oitens" IldIy to attend a con-
ference on health care.
Kennedy was ushered into
the Kremlin for a two-hour
meeting with Communist Party
7. boss Leonid Brezhnev. There
= he was told that 18 families,
some of whom he had inquired
= about for Massachusetts
7.* relatives, would soon receive
exit visa.
z This list of those to be allowed
to emigrate was carefully
chosen for maximum publicity.
It includes Dr. Benajmin
Levich, a world renowned
• physical chemist. and 11-
month-old Jessica Katz, ,who
• suffers from a rare disease and
• whose family has been
struggling to bring her to
Boston or Cincinnati for treat-
ment.
In addition, the Kremlin
"gave" Kennedy Lithuanians,
Latvians, tstonians and Ar-
menians with kin in his home
state and Jews previously
denied exit visas who wish to
settle in Israel. A balanced
ticket, as the pols say.
The unprecedented gesture to
Kennedy is also a message to
Carter. The Kremlin is warning
him that he has bugged it on
human rights, criticized it for
fishing in Africa and proceeded
too slowly in the SALT
: negotiations.
And so it is reminding Carter
that Moscow has the ability to
• help Kennedy — a potential
rival for the 1980 presidential
nomination.
The help to Kennedy should
not be underestimated. One of
his weaknesses is relative inex-
perience in foreign affairs. Now
the senator will be able to claim
on the hustings, if he so
chooses, that he "knows how to
deal with the Russians" and got
more oppressed minorities out
of Russia than did Carter.
Brezhnev's gesture is ex-
tremely shrewd. It puts Carter
off balance and, if Kennedy
becomes president, establishes
a relationship with someone the
Kremlin will have to work with.
We are pleased that some 50
people will be released but still
there is something terribly
wrong.
The Kremlin boss behaves
like an oriental despot who,
when receiving a distinguished
guest, throws tarn a few dan-
cing girls and a bag of jewels.
Kennedy comes and because he
can be useful Brezhnev throws
him a few refuseniks.
That may seem clever
politics in a country where the
leaders treat people like
property to be used as hostalts
and poker chips. Where human
beings are valued for their in-
dividual worth and inalienable




Hearillse is a service for senior
eitizens. Its purpose is to answer
questlass and solve problems — fast. If
you have a' question or a problem not
answered in these columns, write
Heartline. 114 East Daytaa Street, West
Alexandria. Ohio 45381. You will
recetve a prompt reply, but you must
Include a stamped. self-addressed
envelope. The Most useful replies will
be printed in this column.
HEART1INE: My father has just
retired from a Civil Service job. When
he first started working, he worked in
private industry in a lob covered by
Social Security. After that, he worked
from time to time in private industry
and earned more quarters of Social
Security coverage. He recently sent for
his Social Security work record and
found-that he is three quarters shy of
being eligible for Social Security.
retirement. Can you tell me how he can
earn these extra quarters' — A.B.
The only way that your father can
earn the extra quarters he needs for
Social Security is by working and
earning these credits. The new 1977
amendments to Social Security
changed the method in which a person
earns a quarter. Under the old law, a
person needed to earn at least $50 in
wages an a calendar quarter to get
credit for a quarter of coverage. These
wages had to be earned in the actual
quarter lo receive credit. Under the
new amendment, which became ef-
fective Jan. 1, 1978, a person would
receive one quarter of coverage ( up to a
total of four ) for each $250 of earnings
paid in a year. This money may be
earned at any time during the year.
Also, the .$250 will be automatically
4._ 'named lactiy.,!r to take accowitof
. increases in average wages. •
- If your father is going to earn the
credits in 1978, Pus wages would have to
; be $750 to earn his three needed
„i quafters.
HEARTIINE: My father worked in
the coal mines for over 25 years before
he had to retire. Can you tell me what
the Black AMR disease is and what is
meant by total disability due to Black
Lung? — K.L.
Pneumoconiosis f Black Lung
disease) is a chronic dust disease of the
lung, and any other respiratory and
pulmonary impairment which arises
out of employment in or around the
nation's coal mines.
Total disability is defined by the
miner's level of breathing impairment.
In general, it means the inability of the
coal miner to do regular work in or
around a coal mine or preparation
facility due to a breathing impairment
caused by pneumoconiosis (Black
Lung i (A deceased miner's em-
ployment in a mine at the time of death
is not conclusive evidence that the
miner.was not totally disabled.) Also, if
a living miner's employment conditions
are changed indicating a reduced
ability to do usual coal mine work, such
employment cannot be used as con-
clusive evidence that the miner is not
totally disabled.
HEARTLINE: I am a 62-year-old
divorced %Oman. My husband and I had
been married for 16 years. We were
divorced in 1968 and I have never
remarried. My former husband has
worked his entire life in the railroad
industry He is turning 65 in December
and he will start drawing his Railroad
Retirement benefit then.
I have seen in the paper that starting
in 1979 a divorced wife of a Social
Security worker can now draw spouse's
benefits if they were married for 10
years. Due to the new law, would I be
eligible for spouse's benefits under my
husband's, Railroad Retirement
benefit' —.B.P.
Under the Social SecUtity Act, the
....tlivotteed. Witt_ Qt...ft...59.010...sec.......4049_
covered employee may be entitled to a
benefit based op his earnings record if
the marriage lasted 10 years. However,
there is no provision on the Railroad
Retirement Act for divorced wives'
benefits. When your husband retires,
you willsot be eligible for a Railroad
Retir4 nt annuity based on your ex-
















Administration Now On Side
Of Skeptics On Contract Rift
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — All of a
sudden the state administration is on
the side of the skeptics in a personal
service contract controversy.
When Gov. Julian Carroll ordered a
$219,500 "cushion" in an $800.000 award
to SUA Inc. eliminated last week, it
marked a new direction — away from
the almost automatic defense against
criticism of such contracts by out-
siders.
Until then, the Democratic ad-
ministration had been saying that most
questions about the pacts — awarded
without bidding for professional ser-
vices — were prompted either by
misunderstandings or just plain
politics.
And it had something of a point. Few
Kentuckians realize, for example, that
the contract amounts are maximums
for the year which are not supposed to
be exceeded,and ideally, if the vendor is
doing a good job, should be less.
Also, the foremost critic of the con-
tracts had been State Auditor George
Atkins, a factional opponent of Carroll
who now is a candidate for governor ir
1979.
Nonetheless, suspicion has been
widespread that many contracts have
Agree qr Not
been awarded to political favorites,
sometimes for work of a dubious
nature.
The latest turn in the contract issue
put the administration deep in a corner
with the important Democratic
gubernatorial primary less than a year
off.
Skeptics might claim that is why
Carroll has revised has theme and
overcome his well-known sensitivity to
what he considers unjust carping about
his administration.
Terry McBrayer, the former
legislator and commerce commissioner
'a-ho is the governor's choice for a
successor, can ill afford to become
saddled with the tattered loose ends of
the personal service contract furor.
Neither does McBrayer want the
albatross of Howard "Sonny" Hunt
around his neck on the campaign trail.
Hunt, who resigned recently as state
Democratic chairman — he said
because of a newspaper investigation
into his personal finances — already is
under FBI investigation for his role in a
$159,000 contract with Learning
Development Corp. of Nashville, Tenn.
In fact, the administration was




FRANKFORT — Expansion of the
FBI investigation into additional
personal service contracts with the
state and a probe into the possibility of
influence buying the Eastern Kentucky
coal fields raises some additional
questions and has some state officials
in high positions in a nervous state.
The probe began into the financial
affairs of former State Democratic
Chairman Howard P. "Sonny" Hunt
Jr., involving a personal service con-
tract with a Nashville, Tenn. firm that
began at $100,000 and later had $50,000
added to it. The investigators claim
Hunt received a check for $5,000 from
the firm and later received an ad-
ditional check of $2,500 when the con-
tract was increased by $50,000.,,
Kentucky's role in the investigation
began with a probe in Mississippi
revealed that the Nashville firm had a
lucrative contract with the State ,f
Mississippi for which a finder's fee of A
per cent of the contract was paid to a
Mississippi legislator and others.
The Mississippi legislator met with
%ciHunt and re esenta n-tives of the Ke
tucky Depart t of Human Resources
in the governor conference room. The
result was the first $100,000 contract.
The Nashville firm later sent Hunt a
check for $5,000, the FBI claims.
The big question raised here in the
minds of the skeptics is what happened
to the other 45 per cent of the finder's
fee that the Nashville firm was willing
to pay on the Mississippi contract_
Governor Carroll did not meet with
Hunt and the representatives of the
national consulting firm to discuss the
contract.
Did the state legislator from
Mississippi get the 45 per cent dif-
ference for putting representatives of
the Nashville firm in touch with the
Kentuckians? Or, was it spread out
somewhere else'
FBI agents sat in ona meeting of the
. PerPQ11,01 ..5.rvic't c9r11r_act ReYle91,
Subcommittee last week in which a.-
contract with a California firm, ,SUA,
' Inc., had signed with the Finance
Department for five projects involving
state property control systems and
selection of sites for state construction
projects. The committee refused to
approve the contract. Last Thursday
Gov. Carroll questioned the contract of
$800,000. Specifications in the contract
called for $580,000 for the work, but it
was boosted to $800,000 to provide
leeway for additional work if it arose in
the course of the studies.
State Auditor George Atkins, an
announced candidate for the
Democratic nomination for Governor.
has questioned several actions of the
Finance Department, including one
that involved the transfer of two state
automobiles to members of Hunt's
family.
What few details are available from
the expaneded probe of the FBI into
Eastern Kentucky coalfields relates to
questioning of whether political con-
tributions were made to state
Democratic Headquarters or other
payments were made to gain influence
on mining permits or heavy truck
overweights on some coal haul roads.
Details are vague in this area.
The investigation involves the 1975
campaign for governor in which Carroll
was elected.
What is known is that Carroll's
campaign headquarters here in Frank-
fort spent more than $900,000 in the
primary campaign against former
Jefferson County Judge Todd
Hollenbach who was a poor second and
was given little chance by observers
during the campaign.
This expenditure amounted to more
than $5.00 per vote that Carroll received
in the primary.
Also, last week, Atty. Gen. R rt
Stevens announced that no evideyfce of
criminaltiy had been found in an in-
vestigation of reports of payoffs by coal
mining interests to state employes and
other persons. Stephens undertook the
investigation, using his staff members,
on request of Gov. Carroll who had been
asked to take the action by then Natural
Resources Secretary Robert Bell. Bell
resigned a few weeks later after Carroll
had criticized him in Washington
ccofeLenc 
A wag said if he was golnglo be
vestigated, he wanted to head up the
investigation himself or have some of
his friends do it.
Meanwhile, anxiety prevails while
awaiting the results of the FBI in-
vestigation and a Franklin County
Grand Jury study of the automobile
deal. valiP
another year in the same amount until
investigators showed up at Frankfort
and the arrangement was shelved.
Now the SUA pact is under inquiry by
a legislative subcommittee which
monitors personal service contracts
under a new law.
The lawmakers want some answers,
and have asked top state officials to
appear nest month. to provide them.
The big question is why, whenihe Los
Angeles consulting firm was willing to
handle the work for $580,500, the state
played Santa Claus and insisted on
$800,000.
The questions arising from the last
two contracts go beyond the usual
controversy about political favorites
and nature of work.
One involves links of the former head
of the Democratic Party and the other
the highly unusual increase in amount
without even a vendor request.
The new dimension can be politically
damaging to the administration if not
explained to the electorate's
satisfaction.
The governor tried years ago to stem
criticism of the pacts by appointing a
review commission of his officials,
although by law he has sole power to
approve or disapprove contracts.
In all that time, the commission
never seemed to have discovered what
Atkins, the news media and federal
investigators have found in
irregularities.
Now, the setup is another review
commission under another name —
with the contracts dubbed
-professional service contracts" to
make them more palatable publicly —
plus the watchdog legisLatiVe com-
mittee which actually has no power to
stop a contract, merely to shed the
glare of publicity on it.
Lately, the publicity seems to have






Ernest W. Williams, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Wayne Williams, rfas been named
as Merit scholarship program semi-
finalist. He is a student at Murray High
School.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Hoyt
Jon Dee) Jackson, age 57, Mrs. Bertha
Simmons, age 84, and Willie Orr, age
71.
Mike Keller and Bob Forrest spoke on
the "Youth Conference On Juvenile
Delinquency" which they attended at
Richmond at the meeting of the Murray
Optimist Club,
The Rev. Dr. Samuel Dodson, pastor
of the First United Methodist Church,
will speak on -Christianity In A
Changing World" at the meeting of the
Home Department of the Murray
Woman's Club on Sept. 19.
Matchless bacon is advertised at 49
cents per pound in the fifth anniversary
ad of the Jim Adams IGA Store this
week.
20 Years Ago
Airman Third Class LaVanda S.
Collins has been assigned to a unit of
the Air Training Command at Randolph
Air Force Base, Texas, for duty as a
supply specialist.
Pvt. George D. Linville is stationed at
Fort Leonard Wood, Mo.
Guy Billington, Murray, has been
elected president of the Western and
Kentucky Insurance Company, a
wholly owned subsidiary of the Ken-
tucky Industries Trust Company, ac-
cording to Robert B. Henley, head of
the firm.
Births reported include a boy, Keith
Gregory, to Dr. and Mrs. Joe Pat
Anderson on Sept. 14.
Elected as officers of the Supreme
Forrest Woodmen Circle were Genora
Hamlett, Mary Louise Baker, Laurene
Styles, Heioise Roberts, Lois Water-
field, Sallie Lawrence, Hazel Tutt,
Glenda Culver, Jessie Cole, Merle
Robertson, Loretta Culver, Katie
Overcast, Nannie McCoy, Oneida Boyd,
and Ruth Lassiter.
30 Years Ago
A fire prevention poster contest for
all students in the city and county
schools has been announced by
membersof the Fire Prevention Week
committee.
The Murray Rotary Club gave a
unanimous vote of confidence to the
Murray City Council to promote the
youth program of the city by the r
develpment of the city park. This action
followed a special program presented
by Dr. 0. C. Wells at the Rotary Club
meeeting held at the Murray Woman's
Club House.
Velvin N. Allbritten, new proprietor
of the Collegiate Inn, said that over 200
pounds of fresh lake fish were served at
the opening day of the inn on Sept. 16.
Mrs. Thomas Banks opened her home
for the meeting of the J. N. Williams
Chapter of the United Daughters of the
Confederacy held Sept. 15 with Mrs.
Wallace W. McElrath, president,
presiding.
Showing at the Varsity Theatre is
"Pittsburg" starring Marlene Dietrich,
Randolph Scott, and John Wayne.
Letter To The Editor
By The Associated Press
Today is Moaday, Sept. 18, the 261st
day of 1978. There are 104 days left in
the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 1759, the French
surrendered Quebec to the British.
On this date:
In 1793, President George
Washington laid the cornerstone at the
Capitol Buildir.g in Washington.
In 1810, Chile declared independence
from Spain.
In 1850, the U.S. Congress passed the
Fugitive Slave Act, permitting slave
owners to reclaim slaves who had
escaped into other states.
In 1931, Japan began military oc-
cupation of Manchuria.
In 1961, U.N. Secretary-General Dag
Hammarskjold was killed in an air-
plane crash in Northern Rhodesia.
In 1971, Egypt and Israel exchanged
rocket fire across the Suez Canal for the
first time since a cease-fire 13 months
earlier.
Ten years ago. About 150 militant
student demonstrators halted
registration at Columbia University in
New York.
Five years ago: East Germany, West
Germany and the Bahamas were ad-
mitted to the United Nations.
One year ago: Israeli Foreign
Minister Moshe Dayan arrived in
Washington -for -.11 round -of-talks-- an -
Middle East isues.
Today's birthdays: Former film star
Greta Garbo is 73 years old. Actor
Robert Blake is 45.
Thought for today The trouble with
progress is that it goes forward, not




The price of milk has agitated me for
some time having come from Michigan
where we paid $1.29 per gallon. When
we got here the price was $1.92, now it '
has moved up to $2.09. lam in the
business and this past summer I ask
people from all over what they paid for
milk. The highest that anyone said thatc
they paid was $1.66.
Some were as low as $1.15 and one
woman from Mobile said that they had!,
had a milk war and she got it once for 75
cents. As far as I could find out we are
the highest in the nation by at least 50
cents. I can't for the life of me im-
derstand why. A farmer from just
across the Miss river said that he got
paid 80 cents per gallon for whole milk.
I wonder what our farmers get?





Among them that call upon His
Name. — Psalm 99:9.
God has given the right to all men to 7i
call upon His name, thus are they t
delivered from the charge of arrogance
and presumption when they call upon
Him in spirit and in truth.
Murray Ledger & Times
Publisher Walter I. Apperson
Editor R Gene McCutcheon
The Murray ledger & limes 13 published
P1 er) afternoon except Sundays, July 4, Chelat-
rrias Day, New Year's Day and Thanksgiving by
Murray Newspapers. Inc.. 103 N 4th St ,
Murray, Ky 42021 Second Claps Postage Paid at
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Hwy. 54 West of Paris
Tractor Pull Winners Noted
Winners of the 1978 Farm
Tractor Pull sponsored by the
Calloway County Chapter of
Future Farmers of America
on Aug. 26.
5500 Lb. Class
1. Paul Fairlews — M-
Farmall
2. Charlie McCican —
460 Farman
3. Hoss Cartwright — 7000
Ford
7500 lb. Class
1. Ike McDowell — 190 Alis-
Chalmers
2. Van Hunt — 4020 John
Deere
3. Bill Adams — 7000 Ford
10,000 lb. Class
1. Ray Murdock — 856 In-
ternational
2. Terry Williams — 4020
John Deere




1. Gail Doran — 966 In-
ternational
2. Randell Turley — 4020
John Deere
3. Doug Keel — 995 Oliver
12,000 lb.
Turbo Class
1. Elvin Crouse — 1066 In-
ternational
2. Jackie Butterworth —
4430 John Deere
2. Dale Calendar — 1466
International
3. Elvin Crouse — 1066 In-
ternational.
FARMERS
We have diesel fuel, good selec-
tion top quality oils, greases,
lubricants, anti-freeze. Order now
avoid rush and price changes.
Texaco Plant -753-2321
Farmers Air Service
Owner and Operator Bill Williamson
Spraying & Seeding
Please Contact Airport
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speaks out on behalf of
dissidents in the Soviet Union,
the Kremlin accuses him of "in-
; terfering in our internal af,
• fairs." Now, in their turn, the
: Soviets are interfering in
Democratic presidential
• politics.
This is the logical conclusion
:7.; to be drawn from the political
boost they gave to Sen. Edward
" Kennedy of Massachusetts.
who was in Russia last week
ostensibly to attend a con-
ference on health care.
" Kennedy was ushered into
the Kremlin for a two-hour
- meeting with Communist Party
boss Leonid Brezhnev. There
he was told that 18 families,
some of whom he had inquired
about for Massachusetts
relatives, would soon receive
1: exit visa.
This list of those to be allowed
:! to emigrate was carefully
chosen for maximum publicity.
:••• It includes Dr. Benajmin
Levich, a world renowned
physical chemist, and 11-
month-old Jessica Katz, who
suffers from a rare disease and
whose family has been
struggling to bring her to
Boston or-Cincinnati for treat-
ment.
In addition, the Kremlin
"gave" Kennedy Lithuanians,
Latvians, Estonians and Ar-
menians with kin in his home
state and Jews previously
denied exit visas who wish to
settle in Israel. A balanced
ticket, as the pots say.
The unprecedented gesture to
Kennedy is also a message to
`. Carter. The Kremlin is warning
him that he has bugged it on
human rights, criticized it for
fishing in Africa and proceeded
too slowly in the SALT
negotiations.
And so it is reminding Carter
that Moscow has the ability to
. help Kennedy - a potential


















The help to Kennedy should
not be underestimated. One of
his weaknesses is relative inex-
perience in foreign affairs. Now
the senator will be able to claim
on the hustings, if he so
chooses, that he •'knows how to
deal with the Russians" and got
more oppressed minorities out
of Russia than did Carter.
Brezhnev's gesture is ex-
tremely shrewd. It puts Carter
off balance and, if Kennedy
becomes president, establishes
a relationship with someone the
Kremlin will have to work with.
We are pleased that some 50
people will be released but still
there is something terribly
wrong.
The Kremlin boss behaves
like an oriental despot who,
when receiving a distinguished
guest, throws him a few dan-
cing girls and a bag of jewels.
Kennedy comes and because he
can be useful Brezhnev throws
him a few ref useniks.
That may seem clever
politics in a country where the
leaders treat people like
property to be used as hostages
and poker chips. Where human
beings are valued for their in-
dividual worth and inalienable








Heartline is a service for senior
citizens. Its purpose is to answer
questions and solve problems - fast. If
you have a question or a problem not
answered in these columns, write
Heartline, 114 East Dayton Street, West
Alexandria, Ohio 45381. You will
receive a prompt reply, but you must
include a stamped. self-addressed
envelope. The most useful replies will
be printed in this column.
HEART1JNE: My father has just
retired from a Civil Service job. When
he first started working, he worked in
private industry in a job covered by
Social Security. After that, he worked
from time to time in private industry
and earned more quarters of Social
Security coverage. He recently sent for
his Social Security work record and
found that he is three quarters shy of
peing eligible for Social Security
retirement. Can you tell me how he can
earn these extra quarters? - A.B.
The only way that your father can
earn the extra quarters he needs for
Social Security is by working and
earning these credits. The new 1977
amendments to Social Security
changed the method in which a person
earns a quarter. Under the old law, a
person needed to earn at least $50 in
wages in a calendar quarter to get
credit for a quarter of coverage. These
wages had to be earned in the actual
quarter to receive credit. Under the
new amendment, which became ef-
fective Jan 1, 1978, a person would
receive one quarter of coverage ( up to a
total of fouri for each $250 of earnings
-paid in - years.---Thiss money may ...be
earned at any time during the year.
Also, the $250 will be automatically
increased each year to take account of
increases in average wages.
If your father is going to earn the
credits in 1978, his wages would have to
be $750 to earn his three needed
quarters.
HEARTIINE: My father worked in
the coal mines for over 25 years before
he had to retire Can you tell me what
the Black Lung disease is and what is
meant by total disability due to Black
Lung? - K.L.
Pneumoconiosis (Black Lung
disease is a chronic dust disease of the
lung, and any other respiratory and
pulmonary impairment which arises
out of employment in or around the
nation's coal mines.
Total disability is defined by the
miner's level of breathing impairment.
In general, it means the inability of the
coal miner to do regular work in or
around a coal mine or preparation
facility due to a breathing impairment
caused bq pneumoconiosis (Black
Lung ( A deceased miner's em-
ployment in a mine at the time of death
is not conclusive evidence that the
miner was not totally disabled.) Also, if
a living miner's employment conditions
are changed indicating a reduced
ability to do usual coal mine work, such
employment cannot be used as con-
clusive evidence that the miner is not
totally disabled.
HEARTLINE: I am a 62-year-old
divoreedivoman. My husband and I had
been married for 16 years. We were
divorced in 1968 and I have never
remarried. My former husband has
worked his entire life in the railroad
industry. He is turning 65 in December
and he will start drawing his Railroad
Retirement benefit then.
I have seen in the paper that starting
in 1979 a divorced wife of a Social
Security worker can now draw spouse's
benefits if they were married for 10
years. Due to the new law, would I be
eligible for spouse's benefits under my
sataitreed _ Retirement
benefit? - B,P.
Under the Social Security Act, the
divorced wife of a Social Security
covered employee may be entitled to a
benefit based on his earnings record if
the marriage lasted 10 years. However,
there is no provision on the Railroad
Retirement Act for divorced wives'
benefits. When your husband retires,
you will not be eligible for a Railroad















Administration Now On Side
Of Skeptics On Contract Rift
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) - All of a
sudden the tate administration is on
the sic* Of the skeptics in a personal
service contract controversy.
When Gov. Julian Carroll ordered a
$219,500 "cushion" in an $800,000 award
to SUA Inc. eliminated last week, it
marked a new direction - away from
the almost automatic defense against
criticism of such contracts by out-
siders.
Until then, the Democratic ad-
ministration had been saying that most
questions about the pacts - awarded
without bidding for professional ser-
vices - were prompted either by
misunderstandings or just plain
politics.
And it had something of a point. Few
Kentuckians realize, for example, that
the contract amounts are maximums
for the year which are not supposed to
be exceeded and ideally, if the vendor is
doing a good job, should be less.
Also, the foremost critic of the con-
tracts had been State Auditor George
Atkins, a factional opponent of Carroll
who now is a candidate for governor in
1979.
Nonetheless, suspicion has been
widespread that many contracts have
Agree Or Not
been awarded to political favorites,
sometimes for work of a dubious
nature.
The latest turn in the contract issue
put the administration deep in a corner
with the important Democratic
gubernatorial primary less than a year
off.
Skeptics might claim that is why
Carroll has revised his theme and
overcome his well-known sensitivity to
what he considers unjust carping about
his administration.
Terry McBrayer, the former
legislator and commerce commissioner
who is the governor's choice for a
successor, can ill afford to become
saddled with the tattered loose ends of
the personal service contract furor.
Neither does McBrayer want the
albatross of Howard "Sonny" Hunt
around his neck on the campaign trail.
Hunt, who resigned recently as state
Democratic chaieniah - he said
because of a newspaper investigation
into his personal finances - already is
under FBI investigation for his role in a
$159,000 contract with Learning
Development Corp. of Nashvtlle, Tenn.
In fact, the administration was




FRANKFORT - Expansion of the
FBI investigation into additional
personal service contracts with the
state and a probe into the possibility of
influence buying the Eastern Kentucky
coal fields raises some additional
questions and has some state officials
in high positions in a nervous state.
The probe began into the financial
affairs of former State Democratic
Chairman Howard P. "Sonny" Hunt
Jr., involving a personal service con-
tract with a Nashville, Tenn. firm that
began at $100,000 and later had $50.000
added to it. The investigators claim
Hunt received a check for $5,000 from
the firm and later received an ad-
ditional check of $2,500 when the con-
tract was increased by $50,000.
Kentucky's role in the investigation
began with a probe in Mississippi
revealed that the Nashville firm had a
lucrative contract with the State of
Mississippi for which a finder's fee of 50
per cent of the contract was paid to a
Mississippi legislator and others.
The Mississippi legislator met with
Hunt and representatives of the Ken-
tucky Department of Human Resources
in the governor's conference room. The
result was the first $100,000 contract.
The Nashville firm later sent Hunt a
check for $5,000, the FBI claims.
The big question raised here in the
minds of the skeptics is what happened
to the other 45 per cent of the finder's
fee that the Nashville firm was willing
to pay on the Mississippi contract
Governor Carroll did not meet with
Hunt and the representatives of the
national consulting firm to discuss the
contract.
Did the state legislator from
Mississippi get the 45 per cent dif-
ferenceqor petting representatives of
the Naehville firm in touch with the
Kentuckians? Or, was it spread out_
somewhere Ate' — _
FBI agents sat in on a meeting of the
Personal Service Contract Review
Subcommittee last week in which a
contract with a California firm, SUA,
Inc had signed with the Finance
Department for five projects involiting
state property control systems and
selection of sites for state construction
projects. The committee refused to
approve the contract. east Thursday
Gov. Carroll questioned the contract of
$800,000. Specifications in the contract
called for $580,000 for the work, but it
was boosted to $800,000 to provide
leeway for additional work if it arose in
the course of the studies.
State Auditor George Atkins, an
announced candidate for the
Democratic nomination for Governor,
has questioned several actions of the
Finance Department, including one
that involved the transfer of twe state
automobiles to members of Hunt's
family.
What few details are available from
the expaneded probe of the FBI into
Eastern Kentucky coalfields relates to
questioning of whether political con-
tributions were made to state
Democratic Headquarters or other
payments were made to gain influence
on mining permits or heavy truck
overweights on some coal haul roads.
Details are vague in this area:
The investigation involves the 1975
campaign for governor in which Carroll
was elected.
What is known is that Carroll's
campaign headquarters here in Frank-
fort spent more than $900,030 in the
primary campaign against former
Jefferson County Judge Todd
Hollenbach who was a poor second and
was given little chance by observers
during the campaign.
This expenditure amouated to more
than $5.00 per vote that Carroll received
in the primary.
Also, last week, Atty. Gen. Robert
Stevens announced that no evidence of
criminaltiy had been found in an in-
vestigation of reports of payoffs by coal
mining interests to state employes and
other persons. Stephens undertook the
investigation, using his staff members,
on request of Gov. Carroll who had been
asked to take the action by then Natural
Resources Secretary Robert Bell. Bell
-seresigneda few weeks later after Carroll_
had criticized him in Washington
conference.
A wag said if he was going to be in-
vestigated, he wanted to head sip the
Investigation himself or have some of
his friends do it.
Meanwhile, anxiety prevails while
awaiting the results of the FBI in.
vestigation and a Franklin County
Grand Jury study of the automobile
deal.
another year in the same amount until
investigators showed up at Frankfort
and the arrangement was shelved.
Now the SUA pact is under inquiry by
a legislative subcommittee which
monitors personal service contracts
under a new law.
The lawmakers want some answers
and have asked top state officials to
appear next month to provide them.
The big question is why, when the Los
Angeles consulting firm was willing to
handle the work for $580,500, the state
played Santa Claus and insisted on
$800,000.
The questions arising from the last
two contracts go beyond the usual
controversy about political favorites
and nature of work.
One involves links of the former head
of the Democratic Party and the other
the highly unusual increase in amount
without even a vendor request.
The new dimension can be politically
damaging to the administration if not
explained to the electorate's
satisfaction.
The governor tried years ago to stern
criticism of the pacts by appointing a
review commission of his officials,
although by law he has sole power to
approve or disapprove contracts.
In all that time, the commission
never seemed to have discovered what
Atkins, the news media and federal
investigators have found in
irregularities.
Now, the setup is another review
commission under another name -
with the contracts dubbed
"professional service contracts" to
make them more palatable publicly -
plus the watchdog legislative com-
mittee which actually has no power to
stop a contract, merely to shed the
glare of publicity on it.
Lately, the publicity seems to have






Ernest W. Williams, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Wayne Williams, has been named
as Merit scholarship program semi-
finalist. He is a student at Murray High '----
School.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Hoyt
( Jon Dee) Jackson, age 57, Mrs. Bertha
Simmons, age 84, and Willie Orr, age
71.
Mike Keller and Bob Forrest spoke on
the "Youth Conference On Juvenile
Delinquency" which they attended at
Richmond at the meeting of the Murray
Optimist Club.
The Rev. Dr. Samuel Dodson, pastor
of the First United Methodist Church,
will speak on "Christianity In A
Changing World" at the meeting of the
Home Department of the Murray
Woman's Club on Sept. 19.
Matchless bacon is advertised at 49
cents per pound in the fifth anniversary
ad of the Jim Adams IGA Store this
week.
20 Years Ago
Airman Third Class LaVanda S.
Collins has been assigned to a unit of
the Air Training Command at Randolph
Air Force Base, Texas, for duty as a
supply specialist.
Pvt. George D. Linville is stationed at
Fort Leonard Wood, Mo.
Guy Billington, Murray, has been
elected president of the Western and
Kentucky Insurance Company, a•
wholly owned subsidiary of the Ken-
tucky Industries Trust Company, ac-
cording to Robeit B. Henley, head of
the firm.
Births reported include a boy, Keith
Gregory, to Dr. and Mrs. Joe at
Anderson on Sept. 14.
Elected as officers of the Supreme
Forrest Woodmen Circle were Genora
Hamlett, Mary Louise Baker, Laurene
Styles, Heioise Roberts, Lois Water-
field, Sallie Lawrence, Hazel Tutt,
Glenda Culver, Jessie Cole, Merle
Robertson, Loretta Culver, Katie
Overcast, Nannie McCoy, Oneida Boyd,
and Ruth Lassiter.
30 Years Ago
A fire prevention poster contest for
all students in the city and county
schools has been announced by,
membersof the Fire Prevention Week
committee.
The Murray Rotary Club gave a
unanimous vote of confidence to the
Murray City Council to promote the
youth program of the city by the -
develpment of the city park. This action
followed a special program presented
by Dr. 0. C. Wells at the Rotary Club
meeeting held at the Murray Woman's
Club House.
Velvin N. Allbritten, new proprietor
of the Collegiate Inn, said that over 200
pounds of fresh lake fish were served pt
the opening day of the inn on Sept. 6.
Mrs. Thomas Banks opened her hcne
for the meeting of the J. N. Will4mns
Chapter of the United Daughters o the
Confederacy held Sept. 15 with
Wallace W. McElrath, presi ent,
presiding.
Showing at the Varsity The re is
-Pittsburg" starring Marlene Dietrich,
Randolph Scott, and John Wayne.
Letter To The Editor
By The Associated Press
Today is Monday, Sept. 18, the 261st
day of 1978. There are 104 days left in
the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 1759, the French
surrendered Quebec to the British.
On this date:
In 1793, President George
Washington laid the cornerstone at the
Capitol Building in Washington.
In 1810, Chile declared independence
from Spain.
In 1850, the U.S. Congress passed the
Ffigitive Slave Act, permitting slave
owners to reclaim slaves who had
escaped into other states.
In 1931, Japan began military oc-
cupation of Manchuria.
In 1961, U.N. Secretary-General Dag
Hammarskjold was killed in an air-
plane crash in Northern Rhodesia.
In 1971, Egypt and Israel exchanged
rocket fire across the Suez Canal for the
first time since a cease-fire 13 months
earlier.
Ten years ago: About 150 militant
student demonstrators halted
registration at Columbia University in
New York.
Five years ago: East Germany, West
Germany and the Bahamas were ad-
mitted to the United Nations.
erne year -egos-igen-eh- -Foreign
Minister Moshe -Doyen arrived in
Washington for a round of talks on
Middle East isues.
Today's birthdays Former film star
Greta Garbo is 73 years old. Actor
Robert Blake is 45.
Thought for today: The trouble with
progress is that it goes forward, not




The price of milk has agitated me for
some time having come from Michigan
where we paid $1.29 per gallon. When
we got here the price was $1.92, now it
has moved up to $2.09. I am in the resort
business and this past summer I asked
people from all over what they paid for
milk. The highest that anyone said that
they paid was $1.66.
Some were as low as $1.15 and one
woman from Mobile said that they had
had a milk war and she got it once for 75
cents. As far as I could find out we are
the highest in the nation by at least 50
cents. I can't for the life of me un-
derstand why. A farmer from just
across the Miss. river said that he got
paid 80 cents per gallon for whole milk.
wonder what our farmers get?





Among them that call upon His
Name. - Psalm 99:6.
God has given the right to all men to
call upon His name, thus are they
delivered from the charge of arrogance
and presumption when they call upon
Him in spirit and in truth.
Murray Ledger & Times
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Editor R Gene MeCutcheon
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Hwy. 54 West of Paris
Tractor Pull Winners Noted
Winners of the 1978 Farm
Tractor Pull sponsored by the
Calloway- County Chapter of
Future Farmers of America
on Aug. 26.
5500 Lb. Class
1. Paul Fairlews M-
Farman
2. Charlie McCican —
460 Farmall
3. floss Cartwright — 7000
Ford
7500 lb. Class
1. Ike McDowell — 190 Alis-
Chalmers
2. Van Hunt — 4020 John
Deere
3. Bill Adams — 700b Ford
10.000 lb. Class
1. Ray Murdock — 856 In-
ternational
2. Terry Williams — 4020
John Deere




1. Gail Doran —
ternational
2. Randell Turley — 4020
John Deere
3. Doug Keel — 995 Oliver
12,000 lb.
Turbo Class









2. Dale Calendar — 1466
International
3. Elvin Crouse — 1066 In-
ternational.
FARMERS
We have diesel fuel, good selec-
tion top quality oils, greases,
lubricants, anti-freeze. Order now
avoid rush and price changes.
Texaco Plant-m3-2321
Farmers Air Service
Owner and Operator Bill Williamson
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Tim Brannon Sieve Galtimore
Austin Equipment Sales Of
Paris, Tenn., Changes Hands
Austin Equipment Sales of
Paris has been sold to two
Puryear residents who will
operate the firm as B and G
Equipment Inc.
Tim Brannon and Steve
Gallirnore have purchased

















the Dresden highway from
Jim Austin, who owns
several farm equipment
firms in the Mid-South.
The new owners will
continue to offer a full-line
of Allis-Chalmers farm
equipment. Other farm lines
will include New Idea, Gehl,
Sidewinder and Kewanee
Equipment.
Frank Cole will continue
to manage the sales and
service department under
the new ownership. Brannon
expects to hold official
opening ceremonies the first
of October.
Brannon, a 1972 graduate
of Henry County High
School, is the son of Mr. and
Mrs. Harold Brannon of
Puryear. He holds a
bachelor of science degree
in agriculture from Murray
State University.
He was formerly employed





On U. S. 641 South
(On Our Truck Sales
Lot Next To Auto Auction)
Trucks-Trailers-
Buses Inc. -





We re a farming community and the
people around here have special finan-
tiol needs Well service those needs the.





in Memphis and as district
representative in southern
Louisiana, working in the
area of pre-production -in
tractors and combines.
Married to the former
Debbie Burke, he lives and
farms in Puryear.
Steve Gallimore Illso
graduated from HCHS and
attended Union University in
Jackson, Tenn.; he
graduated from William
Jewell College in Liberty,
Mo., in 1976 with a B.S.
degree.
The son of Mr. and Mrs.
Doyle Gallirnore, Jr., of
Puryear, he worked as a
diesel service technician for
two years in Kansas City,
Mo., and one year in
Brownsville, Tenn., for
Austin Machinery Co. in the
sales and service depart-
ment.
Steve and his wife, the
former Marylin Morris, and
their two daughters, live in
Puryear.
Through U.S. FmHA
Farmer Loan Service Now In Effect
A new Economic
Emergency loan service for
Farmers (or, farmers and
ranchers) who have financial
problems caused by credit
shortage or cost-price squeeze
is now in effect through the
U.S. Farmers Home Ad-
ministration (FmHA I.
Robert E. Durbin, the
agency's county supervisor
for Calloway, Graves, and
Marshall Counties reports
that FmHA is prepared to take
applications at its count office
located in the USDA Service
Center, Old Jim Town Road,
Mayfield, Ky.
Durbin said the economic
emergency loan program was
enacted by congress, with
administration support, in
recognition of the fact that
"economic conditions, as well
as weather, are often beyond
farmers' control." FmHA
emergency credit has
previously been confined to
Agriscene
•4
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Despite the good growing
weather of August, the ef-
fects of a late, wet spring
are still evident in Ken-
tucky's burley tobacco fields
as housing lags behind the
pace of previous years
Dave Williamson of the
Kentucky Crop & Lilestock
Reporting Serviee said this
week that 40 percent of the
state's . estimated 415.8
million pounds of burley was
in curing barns.
At this time last year, 68
percent of the crop had been
harvested, and 74 percent
loans for recovery from
natural disaster, or the
guarantee of private lenders'
loan to livestock producers
affected by economic con-
ditions.
Under the new economic
emergency program, any
established farm operator -
individual, partnership,
corporation, or cooperative -
experiencing scarce credit or
an overload of debt coming
due may apply for up to
$400,000 of credit through
FmHA in order to survive in
farming and continue their
normal level of operation.
Economic Emergency loans
will not be made to expand a
fartn operation.
Loans made directly by
FmHA will be at an interest
rate equivalent to the cost of
money secured by the
government through sale of its
securities to the public, plus
arTadministrative add-on of up
' to one percent. The rate
initially will be fPe: percent.
Guaranteed loans will be
made at rates negotiated
between borrower and lender,
with FmHA providing the
lender up to a 90 percent
guarantee against loss.
- Loans for operating pur-
poses will be made for terms
of up to 7 years, with loan
consolidations and
rescheduling for another 7
years permitted, and 20 year
payment authorized under
special conditions. Real estate
loans may be made for up to 40
years. Loans for annually
recurring expenses will be
repayable annually.
Durbin said initial inquires
about Economic Emergency
loans can be: made either
through a commercial
agricultural 'lender or the
county FmHA office serving
the county where the farm is




















had been housed by the
same time in 1976.
In the primary producing
regions, burley is big and
heavy," Williamson said in a
telephone interview, "but
some l'eporters say it is full
of water due to plenty of soil
moisture.. .and the quality
will depend on the curing
season."
Several of the reporters,
who advise the service on
regional crop conditions,
said the crop would cure up
light this year, primarily
because of excess moisture.
We had an ample
moisture supply in August,
and the crop grew out well,"
Williamson said. "The
leaves are big and large, but
they're very high in
moisture," some of which
will be lost during the
ring season.
With the late season has
come some industry concern
about the harvesting of
green tobacco, he said, "but
I don't believe such a
practice) will be extensive."
According to the latest
estimates of the reporting
service, some 168,000 acres
of Kentucky farmland are
devoted to burley this year,
a figure which is down 5
percent from a year ago.
But the projected yield-
per-acre of 2,475 pounds is
bp by 115 pounds. And the
reporting service predicts
that the eight-state burley
belt will produce 622 million
pounds this year, five
million more than in 1977.
Estimates for all types of
tobacco produced in the
nation now stand at two
billion pounds, or 5 -percent
more than last season.
The end of this curing
Don't Gamble
With Your Tobacco Crop!
Dreams go up in smoke along with financial and property
damage that fires cause. See us for total tobacco fire in-
surance coverage!
We Can Insure Your
Tobacco Against Fire For As Low As
$226 per $100.00 Coverage See:
Owen Billington or Tom Scruggs




season will bring a
relatively new activity to
some Kentucky farms
marketing the crop in
looseleaf form.
Under new regulations
adopted by the U.S.
Department of Agriculture,
burley producers may sell
1,500 pounds or 5 percent of
their crops — whichever is
greater — in compressed
bales at warehouses this
winter.
According to the USDA,
the bales must measure 1-
by-2-by-3 feet. They will be
sold during special sale days
at warehouses throughout
the state.
Farmers wishing to sell
part of their crops in
looseleaf form must apply at
their county Agriculture
Stabilization and Con-
servation Service offices by
Sept. 29.
decision by FrnHA on in-
dividual applications within 30
days.
While introducing the new
Economic Emergency farm
loan, FmHA will continue all
pre-existing services. They
include various programs of
non-emergency real estate
and production loans to
"How'd I get that storm
amage repaired so quickly?"






r. SSA1,••••., • ',v.+ .Ark evx-0, Th.
- • - • . .
Ronnie Ross
2101. Maio 753-04119
family-size farm, terms of
which will soon be broadened
under the recent Credit Act;
emergency loans to farms
damaged by natural disaster,
and loans or grants for
housing, community facilities
and business and industry in
rural areas.
Tired of noisy neighbors? Want to find a place to
get away from it all? Then let us show you this
recently built frame home on Whiskey Ridge. It
sits on a one acre lot and has 2 BR's, 1 bath and a
half basement. It also features a Franklin
fireplace to add to the rustic atmosphere. If you
have a VA eligibility or Farmers Home Com-
mitment, give us a call. This home should
qualify. Reduced $4,000 to $17,500.
Leave the City Behind!!! and the traffic & the
hustle & bustle and go to the country. We have 3
choice parcels of land, good building location,
can be bought separately or as a package and at
a discount. Beautiful view and lots of trees. Near
Cherry Corner.
IMMEDIATE POSSF-SSION!!! Move in with
delivery of deed! This lovely 3 bath home
is located in one of Murray's nicest neigh-
borhoods and is within walking distance of
Murray High School. It also features a chain link
fence to help protect the little ones. You'll also
find young producing apple, peach, and plum
trees for your homemade pies and jellies. This
home has a well thought out floor plan for your
enjoyment. No appointment necessary. Just call
when you want to see the home. Offered at only
$39,900.
.Looking for that spacious country feeling? This
sharp 3 BR brick home offers just that. It's
located 3k2 miles west of Murray and just off
Hwy. 94. The attractively landscaped lot is a
spacious 125 x 225. The home is built out of the
quality of materials you can't get today and the
house is in super A-1 condition. The home is
available for immediate possession and no ap-
pointment is necessary to see the house. Just call
and we'll pick you up.
ATTENTION FIX-ER-UPPERS!!! Here's that
old house to challenge your creative abilities. It
comes with 4 acres and 420' of road frontage, a
good well and a septic tank. It'll take some work
but it's offered at only $12,500. It's located on
Hwy. 464 between Alin() Heights and Kirksey.
The old homeplace is a gorgeous site. Buy it and
fix it up!!!
Just listed. Good producing bottom land farm
with a total of 48 acres. Approximately 36 are
tendable. If your looking for production' land in
the Coldwater community this is it. There's not
much land offered at $700 per acre and this
shouldn't last long so hurry up and give us a
call!!!
CHOICE BUILDING LOTS located north of ,
Murray and just off 641 in Candlelite Estates.
Candlelite Estates is developing as a $40,000 to
$70,000 area and we have 4 good lots. Three are
priced at $3,100 and one at $3600. City water is
available for the hookup fee. Be first and have
your choice. Call now!
Walk to the lake from this rustic home in Lake
Forrest Subdivision. You'll enjoy' the heavily
tt ooded lot from the first floor patio or the deck
off the 2nd floor master bedroom. There's a
Franklin fireplace to knock the chill off in the
living room. The kitchen features a cooking
island and lots of cabinet space and the adjoining
dining area is suitable for large gatherings. Ift_
you're looking for the ideal year around home at
Ky. Lake give us a call. This could be the home
you've been looking for.
JOHN SMITH, REALTOR
Village Center, US 6414.
Phone 753-7411 Anytime
OR
Ron Talent 753-7411 Cynthia Gamble 759-1396
Linda McKinney 753-8567
THE "GOOD DAY" SALES
3 SALES - 5 BREEDS - 640 HEAD
1 DAY - 1 TOWN - WILLOW SPRINGS, MO.
SEPTEMBER 28
CLEAN AIR - CLEAN WATER - CLEAN HOGS
lock of ear ifferent sow herds kayo • recent negative test to PRY se the pigs is IS. sale can move sores; most
state hoes with no difficulty. Trio of the greatest assets of this was are 041, clean stir end freedom from &ease
For berm convenient*, them neighboring breeders ors bedding Moir ma* porebrod soot the same day. some
town. Conte to Pb. friendly Ovork toiletry, where is sue "Good Rey" yotell tied seperior hogs in five breeds end
• wares attlity welcome.
The "GOOD MORNING"
SA1.F.
Pig Paula  Pork Plantation 9:30
arm at the (arm
30 PRODUCTION TESTED
BOARS




40 !Furor X York - Feb early
Mar
30 Duroc X York -Mar
12 BRED GILTS
4 Duroc, 4 Yorkshire.
4 York X Duro(
Sired by Pb. same sires Mot.
estaldished Test Station Decor
ds Southwest University of Me
Top ind•sing p•n Over •II
breeds. New feed efficiency
record 2.21 Southeast Waver
sity of hie Top inclining Fon
over ell tweeds Urtivorsity of
111..sovri Tett Station 4th sod
7f1. Wiling ports over oil
breeds. Fe  rowing lam
ever ell Motels 121 ems, 210
IS,. pie., 3.48 IS. per am.
PORK PLANTATION
Ph. 417-469-2063
Farm LI mile south
of Junction 80-63
east of Willow Springs
The -GOOD AriVIIN(XiN"
SALFHINDSFARMS




30 Hampshire Bred Gilts
30 Hampshire Open Gilts
30 Yorkshire Open Gilts
30 andrace Open Gilts
20 Off-bled Hampire Wits
100 Crossbred Gilts
Mostly York-I andrare Cross
The "GOOD FVFNING'' SA I
FRETER FARM






Maybe bunching these three important sides in the SINN dim is • nutty ideaOur em is to save Memnon • lot of ems end travel We're offering • big milereon of the kind ef gets you went in the five meior breeds ley what you need inone ' 'GOOD DAY."
If you need room reseuvatioas or help in mg trey moll:
Write Of call for free reteloe
HINDS FARMS HANK FRETER 1 SONS
Ph. 417-469-2029 Ph, 417-469-3481
Rt. 2, Box 84 Rt. 2, Box 88
Willow Springs, Mo. Willow Springs. Nto
65793 85793
Cooperative delivery available the week following the sale. We *ill take a truck to





































































is a wetly id*.
Isig seise
I you need in
RETBrIt SONS
417-469-3481
Rt, 2, Box 88
Springs, NM
65793
c a truck to
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ALUS-CHALMERS
TIM BRANNON
CHANGE OF OWNERSHIP LiAgatmas
TIM BRANNON and STEVE GALLIMORE
announce the purchase of AUSTIN
EQUIPMENT SALES. Your authorized
dealer for Allis Chalmers.
"HOT ORANGE POWER"





New Idea Kewanne Gehl Sidewinder Killbros Grain Carts
FRANK COLES
FRANK COLES
Associated with the former owners as mana-
ger, will remain in ,charge of service — also
sales.
He invites all his friends and customers to stop




Now there are five hard-working, cool-
running Allis-Chalmers tractors with
turbocharged engines With PTO
ratings of 106, 123, 146, 161 and 181
hp* From the people who brought tur-
bocharging to farm tractors.
But turbocharging_visn't the only
way these tractors lead the rest They
offer fast, easy-shifting Allis-Chalmers
Power Shift or Power Director trans-
missions—with up to 8 forward speeds
below 6 5 mph Plus quiet, comfortable
Allis-Chalmers Acousta cabs All are
designed for years of hard work And
maintenance is simpler and quicket
than ever.
The Allis-Chalmers turbocharged
line. 7000. 7020, 7045. 7060 and 7080
Built to give you a pleasant surprise
with the work they do And well sur--
prise you with what your old tractor is
worth Stop in soon. Surprise yourself
Manufacturers mord-nom observed PTO horse
Power at railed engine speed
Power Dirprh, an Adis Chalmers trademark
Make your own sweet deal,

















7080 181' hp $120000
7580 4W0 185' hp $1 .400 00
8550 4WD 253* hp $1,800 00
•Manideciorer r•ar,rriatfre feeltraele OeServee
PTO hOrSeeOwet al rated (mem* speed
DRESDEN HIGHWAY
B & G EMPLOYEES WELCOME YOU
(Standing) C. B. McCree, Jim Hudson, Dennis Gabel, Robert Stockdale, Robert Pusser,






More speed Less ear loss Less clogging. More pro-
ductivity. These are pleasant adjustments you can
make with an Allis-Chalmers adjustable ,corn head
in 2. 3, 4 5, 6 or 8-y4w sizes Low-profile dividers
slide between rows and under the lowest hanging
ears. Gently sloped gather sheets reduce whipping
and minimize hair pinning And rybber ear deflec-
tors snatch bouncing ears and direct them into the
gathering chains Each row unit is individually
mounted on a heavy-duty 5" x 5" tool bar and can
be adjusted 2" either way from center (8-row
adjustments from 828 to 830 only I
See how easy it is.to adjust your productivity,
and profitability, a lot higher With a Gleaner com-
bine and adjustable corn head from Allis-Chalmers






(Interest Wclver May 1  1979)
1967 A II Gleaner  $ 5,500
1968 F Gleaner  10,000
$1975 F Gleaner  17,500
'1974 510 Massey w/C.}1.  18,500
1972 510 Massey. . ..  9,000
1969 300 Massey $ 7,000
1965 410 Massey $ 5,000
1968 300 Massey w/CH $ 5,000
$1966 John Deere 95  4,500
No Yr. 93 International  $ 1,800
1963 International  $ 3,000
$1966 700 Case  1,000
UIPMENT INC.•_ 
"SERVICE IS OUR BUSINESS"
Paris, Tenn. PHONE 642-1242 ra•
s
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Western The Only 011C
Winner in-28-6 Victory
By the Associated Press
Thrashed in as first
outing, Western Kentucky
posted the only Ohio Valley
Conference win of the
season's third week as three
league clubs lost their ad-
vantage in the final period.
A fourth was out of it from
the opening kickoff.
Jimmy Woods ground out
107 yards and one touchdown
as Western Kentucky, on the
losing end of a 42-15 contest
with Tennessee-Chattanooga,
scored a 28-6 victory
Saturday over Illinois State,
0-2.
Isaac Camargo tat 42-yard
held goal to give Illinois
State a 3-0 lead before
Western Kentucky's
Reginald Hayden pounced on
a loose ball in the end zone
for six points
Camargo booted a 42-
yarder in the second period
before Nate Jones and
George Stevenson rolled in
on short yardage plays in
the third and fourth quarters
to give the Hilltoppers the
win.
Kentucky State's Lester
Cooperwood intercepted a 55-
yard pass for a touchdown
to lead his club to a 7-7 tie
with Morehead.
In its first game of the
season, Morehead got its
only score on its first
possession g's Marcus
Johnson bulled in a play
after Norm ',etcher, who
paced the Eagles with 73
yards in 14 carries, rambled
21 yards to the eight.
Cooperwood's pick off of a
Phil Simms aerial came
with 8:41 left on the clock.
The Eagles threatened
Murray Women Win 18
Straight, Mark Now 5-0
The Murray State women's
tennis team ran its fall
record to 5-0 with two 9-0
pastings this weekend in a




then blanked Miami of Ohio
Saturday.
Karen Weis and Bitsy Ritt
each ran their records to 56
with straight set victories.
Weis, at No. 1 singles,
defeated Northern's Pam
Reeves 6-0, 6-3 and Miami's
Wendy Sweney 6-1, 6-2. No. 2
Ritt whipped Annette
Fischer 6-3, 6-1 Friday and
Therese Sweeney 6-2, 6-0
Saturday.
Lynn Martin, at No. 3
singles, also went to 5-0 with
a straight-set win Friday
and a 7-5, 3-6, 6-4 victory
over Main's Sally Schaberg
Saturday.
The MSU women opened
their season last weekend
with three straight victories
over Western Illinois, Illinois
State and Southern Illinois.
The Racers host Southwest
Missouri, Western Kentucky




Karen Weis CI. Pam Reeves




















Deluxe 6 cycle por-
table potwasher dish-











oPick It Up And Save
*Some Items Below Cost
West Kentucky
Appliance Center
44l North, Murray 753-4478
Appliances Are Our ONI Y Business;
bevies From Colonial Nesse Smorgasbord
Fischer 6-3, 6-1, Lynn Martin
d. Joni Pille 6-0, 6-4; Anne
Ress d. Chris Kappas 6-2, 6-1;
Yvonna Utlen d. Kris Oder 6 1,
6-3; Becky Jones d. Lori
Brandewie 6-0, 6-2.
Weis-Ritt d. Reeves-Kappas
6-1, 6-2, Martin- Ress d.
Fischer Pille 6-3, 6-3. Utley
Jones d. Oder-Brandewie 6-I,
6-1,
vs Miami of Oluo
Weis d. Wendy Sweney 6-1,
6-2; Rift O. Therese Sweeney
6-2, 6-0; Martin d. Sally
Schaberg 7-5, 3-6, 6-4; fiess d.
Heidi Culbertson 6-3, 6-3;
uney d Cathy Myers 6-1, 6-2;
Jones d. Sue Varberdie 3-6, 6-
4, 6-4.
Weis-Ritt d. Sweney Sweeney
6-2, 6-2; Martin Ress d.
Schaberg-Culbertson 6-3, 3-6, 7-
5; Utley-Jones d. Myers
Denise Heigh 2-6. 6-4, 7-5.
before Simms was in-
tercepted again.
Twice in the final minute
Morehead challenged but
came away 'empty handed.
The final effort WM a 19-
yard field goal attempt but
the snap was bobbled.
Kentucky State is 2-0-1.
Willie Tullis scampered 55
yards to set up his seven-
yard fourth quarter score as
Troy State downed Eastern
Kentucky 16-10. Bill Hughes
took Eastern Kentucky deep
into Troy State territory
before he tossed an in-
terception on the two-yard
line with 35 seconds
remaining.
Hughes had hit Carl
Greene with a four-yard
scoring strike to tie the
contest at 10-10. Eastern
Kentucky is 0-1 while Troy
State is 2-0.
Northeast Missouri, led by
tailback Mike Harris who
rushed for 166 yards, beat
the OVC's newest member,
Akron, 14-13.
With a 38-yard field goal
by Andy Graham, Akron
broke a 7-7 tie in the second
quarter. Graham then hit a
41-yarder to give the Zips a
13-7 lead in the third period
before Harris dove in from
the four in the final quarter
to give the Bulldogs, 1-2, the
win. Akron dropped to 1-1.
Middle Tennessee coughed
up two fumbles that Ten-
nessee-Martin converted into
touchdowns as the Blue
Raiders lost their second
game of the season 28-17.
Newport Stuns
Highlands In AAA
By the Associated Press
LOUISVILLE, Ky. —
Newport Catholic's Bill Vogt
caught two key passes in a
game against top-ranked
Fort Thomas Highlands to
put Catholic on the inside
track toward the state Class
AAA football title.
Vogt's first key reception
came in the third period
when third-ranked Catholic
trailed Highlands 74. He
intercepted a pass by
Highland's Kevin Siple and
returned it 50 yards. A few
plays later, he caught an 8-
yard pass from teammate
Dan Sheridan to give
Catholic a 144 lead.
That was all the northern
Kentucky team needed to
dump Highlands 17-6 in
Friday's headline high
school football game.
The loss by Highlands, the
defending state AAA
champion, gives Catholic the
lead in the race for the
district championship. And
that lifts Catholic's state
title chances, since that
district has produced the
last two AAA titleists.
Highlands was the only
topranked team to fall
Friday, but a few other
rated clubs also tasted
defeat.
The biggest shocker oc-
curred when No. 2 Bishop
David of Jefferson County
AAAA dropped a 7-0 decision
to Western, now 2-2, which
defeated Bishop David for
the first time in 11 meetings.
Also in Jefferson County.





of Jefferson County battered
Westport 28-0 while No. 1
Bowling Green of State
AAAA blasted Owensboro
Apollo 46-16.
No. 1 Corbin of State AA
was idle.
In other games involving
ranked teams:
—Jefferson County AAAA:
No: 3 St. Xavier bombed
Seneca 39-6 and No. 5
Ballard mashed Waggener
354-
-State AAAA: No. 2
Greenup County mauled




—State AAA: No. 2
Russell nipped Montgomery
County 7-6, No. 4 Danville
blanked Lincoln County 28-0
and No. 5 Meade County got
by BuWtt Central 28-12.
—State AA: No. 2
Mayfield measured Murray
35-15, third-rated Somerset
slipped by Warren Central
12-7, No. 4 Heath buried
Fulton County 48-0 and No. 5
Middlesboro posted a 24-8
win over Laurel County.
—State A: No. 3 Bellevue
beat Covington Catholic 26-7
..nter







Murray State combos Tommy Llegoas (center) and Mike Gottfried (right) discuss strategy with Danny tee Johnson (26), Ricky
Ray (15) and CNN Moms (19) he the Racers' 23-9 triumph over Evansville Sept. 9. Murray opens its Ohio Valley Conference
schedule Saturday at Tennessee Tech. 
stuff Photo b Tory Wilson
Calloway County JVs
Face Lone Oak today
The Calloway County The Lakers, 0-3,
junior varsity football dropped a 26-6 decision at
team hosts Lone Oak at Heath last Monday. They
Roy Stewart Stadium will face Fulton County




Hunt of Murray and
Roger Huston of Owen-
sboro defeated the no.'s ?
and 3 seeded teams, but
finally lost in the finals of
the Southern Senior
Closed 3 5-and -over
doubles division in
Atlanta Sunday.
Hunt find Huston beat
No. 3 Hill Griffin,
Atlanta, and Bob
Kerrigan, New Orleans, 7-
5, 3-6, 6-3 in the quar-
terfinals and No. 2 John
Mathison and Don Clark
of Birhingham, Ala., 6-4,
5-7, 7-5 (5-3 in tiebreaker)
in the semis.
They were stopped by
John Skogstad and Harry
Thompson of Atlanta 6-3,
6-3 in the championship
match.
If the team had to lose,
said Hunt, he and Huston
chose a good team to lose
to. Skogstad and
Thompson were ranked
No. 1 in 35-and-over




Due to a reporting
error, a story in Friday's
edition of The Murray
Ledger and 'limes stated
incorrectly the scoring in
Murray High's 13-12
victory over Mayfield in
1965.
Actually, Arlo Springer
intercepted a pass and
ran it 80 yards for a
touchdown, and Steve
Doran scored on a one-
yard plunge and kicked
the extra point for the
winning margin in the
third quarter. The victory
was the fourth in five
years for Murray.
In addition, the Tigers
defeated the Cardinals 7-6
in 1951. The story in-
correctly stated that
Murray's '53 win (14-13)




• 2 pieces of fish filet
• crisp french fries

















Bel Air Decor Store
Sept. 20 10 a.m. and 2 p.m. r
You-Must Sign Up In Advance
Can 753-3642 or Come in to Register -
Bel-Air Decor Store
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Jones Boys (One's A Girl) Take
Thirty-five junior golfers
were honored recently at an
annual awards dinner at the
Murray County Club for their
play in the club's annual
junior medal play tournament
August 10.
Trent Jones and Tommy
Fike tied for medalist honors
with one-under-par 71's in
the boys' 14-year-and-over
division, while Trent's sister,
Velvet, was the medalist
among all the girls with a 96.
Jones and Fike went into a
sudden-death playoff to
determine the medalist trophy
winner, and Jones posted a
birdie four on the 490-yard, 5-
par first hole to win after Fike
had made a oar. Lynn
Sullivan's five-over 77 was
good for third place.
Chris Spann had low score
among the girls 14-year-old-
and-over with a 99. Lisa Clees
was second with 100, and Jo
Beth Oakley third with 103.
In the boys' 12 and 13-year-
old competition, Robert
Billington was low with 86,
Robert Stout second with 98
and Brad Moore third with
118. Velvet Jones' 96 also was
low in this category with
Connie Spann second with 111
and Wege Rushing third with
127.
Among the 10 and 11-year-
old boys, who played only nine
holes, Todd Contri was low
with 44, followed by John
Hassell with 56 and Jason
Billington 60. Playing only six
holes in the same category,
Leslie Foster was low with 58.
In the 8 and 9-year-olds'
competition, Chip Adkins was
the medalist among the boys
with 35 for the six holes
played. Chris Jackson was
second with 43, and Phillip
Bryan third with 46. Lee
Holcomb was low among the
girls with 48, followed by
Cindy Spann with 50.
In the 7-year-olds-and-
under, Bill Fandrich was low
for the three holes played with
28. Jon Muehleman and Briar
Carroll tied for second place
with 30, with Muehleman
taking the playoff. Among the
girls playing in the same
category, Shannon Contri was
first with 31, followed by Lisa
Rexroat with 40 and Beth Boaz
with 44.
Playing the two holes
required in the
Here's a monthly reminder
to make your next building
an energy saver:
The energy crises has made us realize some
things about energy: It's no longer cheap. And
it isn't going to last forever.
That's why you need to make your next building
a true energy saver. And that's where we can help.
We'll show you how we use special insulation
methods on your building to keep the heating and
codling inside where it belongs. We offer the
lowest "U" factor in the industry (a low "U" factor
is a measure of good insulation effectiveness).
The combination of Butler Systems and superior
insulation can give you the best available protection
against the weather and a high energy bill.
And we can handle yOur-entire building project
from start to finish. Thar saves-your energy.
If you're thinking about building. give us a call.
We'd like to show you how to keep those monthly
reminders a little gentler. 10,—
CESA CONTRACTORS, INC.
Route 2-- Box 525
Calvert City, Kentucky 42029
Phone: (502) 395-4198
GARAGE 
We Urge You To Compare
My - Anywhere, - Anytime










Allassiber Trigg Co. Chember of Commerce




502- I P"C"E 
522-6488 
I BEST TIME TO W.F.
Twin-Lakes Homes & Garages
Pt) Box 6119, Hwy WI West Cadiz, Ky Monet-502-622-64M














was first with 24, Heather
Grogan second with 26 and
Leigh Baker third with 34.
The trophies for the most
improved players went to
Scott Foster for the boys and
Meredith Howe among the
girls. Both played in
the seven-year-old-and-under
categories.
. Jo Beth Oakley was
recognized for her hole-in-one,
scored early in the year on the
155-yard second hole. She also
Members of the Murray
State women's cross country
team made impressive
showings at a mini-marathon
in Hopkinsville, Ky.,
Saturday.
Two races were staged —
10 miles and 10,000 meters
— and the Racer women
placed no worse than fifth in
each event.
Glenda Calabro won the
10-mile run with a 1:05.25
time. Mary Ann McConnell
took second with a 1:08.36
clocking; Wendy Slayton,
third, 1:10.03; and Patty
Bittel, fourth, 1:19.24.
In the 10,000 meters,
Sharon Macy won with a
43.09 time. Second was
Diane Holmes, 43.10; third
was Danielle Brennen,
43.10; fourth was Danielle
Brennen, 44.31; and fifth
received an award for having
posted the low net score for
junior golfers participating in
the club's annual ladies'
medal play tournament in
July. Velvet Jones was low in
this event among the junior
girls, and Chris Spann had the
fewest putts.
Working with the junior
golfers each Thursday during
the summer and in their
medal play and invitational
tournaments were Mrs. Jerry
t Linda) Jones and Al Jones.
was Lisa Bittel, 47.30.
The races were run
simultaneously, giving each
runner an opportunity to
enter only one. And Murray
State women's cross country
Coach Margaret Simmons
had high praise for the
event.
"It was so organized, it
was almost unreal," said
Simmons. "They had police
and ambulances all along
the site in case of an ac-
cident, which was really
nice."
A member of the MSU
men's team, Marshal
Crawley, competed in the
men's open division of the
10-mile run. He finished fifth
with a 56.17 time.
The Racer women travel
to Illinois State in Normal,





Is there a surgeon in the
house?
That's what Manager
Danny Ozark thinks his
Philadelphia Phillies need.
"If I could remove the
brains of everybody on this
club, it would be a lot easier
on everybody," the candid,
colorful Ozark said Sunday
after his staggering Phillies
were beaten 2-0 by the lowly
New York Mets and had
their National League East
lead reduced to two games
over the charging Pittsburgh
Pirates.
"Slumps are created by
overthinking, according to
some doctors," added Ozark,
struggling to direct the
Phillies to their third
straight division cham-
pionship.
Philadelphia has seen a
five-game lead shrink to two
in the past six games.
During that stretch, the
Phils were 3-3 and the
Pirates 6-0. Each team has
13 games remaining.
Pittsburgh won its sixth in
a row and 19th straight at
home, defeating the Mon- ,


















St Louis 4, Chicago 1
Pittsburgh 12, Montreal 5
San Francisco 3, Cincinnati
Philadelphia 2, New York
10 innings
San Diego 2, Houston 1
Los Angeles 2. Atlanta 0
r-Del=b1I3
Luncheon Special
THE BEST HAMBURGER IN TOWN!A JUICY QUARTER POUND OF BEEF ON siA POPPY SEED BUN FULLY
 •DPrccED„WITH SISA1U.RIES -
FOR TAKE OUT CALL 753 1314
WE 0 PEN AT II AM DAILY
the slugging of Dave Parker
and the pitching of Bert
Blyleven and Kent Tekulve.
In other NL games Sun-
day, the Atlanta Braves
edged the Los Angeles
Dodgers, the West leaders,
3-2; the Cincinnati Reds
trounced, the San Francisco
Giant's 7-1; the Chicago Cubs
defeated the St. Louis
Cardinals 4-2 in a game
called in the seventh inning
because of rain, and the San
Diego Padres topped the
Houston Astros 3-1.
Mets rookie Mike Bruhert,
cut by Philadelphia during
spring training in 1973, got
revenge Sunday, stifling the
Phillies on four hits for his
first complete game in the
major leagues.
In the American League
Sunda, Baltimore defeated
Toronto 5-0, Detroit fell to
Cleveland 2-1, Boston got by




outlasted Oaklan 3-1 and
Chicago lost to Seattle 3-1.
Pirates 5, Expos 3
Parker ripped a single, a
triple and a three-run
homer, his 27th of the year.
W L
New York 90 58 688
Boston 88 61 581
Milwaukee 90 65 5417
Oattunore 64 65 564
Detroit so 66 541
Cleveland 65 83 438
Toronto 57 92 363
WEST
Kansas City 83 65 561
California to 71 530
Texas 75 73 507
Minnesotta • 67 Ill 453
Oakland 67 64 444
(hirago 65 64 436
Seattle 55 91 377
Saturday's Games
New York 3. Boston 2
Detroit It, Cleveland 4
Baltimore II, Toronto 1
California 4, Kansas City 2
Minnesota 5, Milwaukee 1
Texas 6, Oakland 1
Chicago 9, Seattle I
Sunday's Ilawes
Baltimore 5. Toronto 0
Cleveland 2, Detroit 1
Boston 7. New York 3
Minnesota 4, Milwaukee 3
Kansas City S. California 0
Texas 3, Oakland 1
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These junior golfers recently were recognized for their play in a junior tournament at the Murray Country Club. They are, front
row from left: Chris Jackson, Lisa Revroat, Lee Baker, Heather Grogan, Karen Fandrick, Meredith Howe, Cindy Spann, Beth Boaz
and Bill Fandrick. Middle row are Lee Holcomb, Chip Adkins, Brad Moore, Robert Billington, Robert Stout and Jason Billington.
Back row are Al Jones, program director,^Tommy Fike, Connie Spann, Wege Rushing, Velvet Jones, Jo Beth Oakley, Lisa Clees,
Christine Spann and Trent Jones. In front of Jones is Linda Jones, director of the club's junior golf program this year.
Davidson World
3-Daythampion
By the Associated Press
LEXINGTON, Ky. —
Bruce Davidson had said he
thought it would be fun
proving a young, inex-
perienced horse could win
the World 3-Day Cham-
pionships. Sunday, at the
Kentucky Horse Park, he
had his fun.
'Davidson won the in-
dividual world championship
for the second time in a row
aboard his back up horse,
Might Tango.
However, overall the day
was not a good one for the
American hosts. The
Arnericart_team, — also the
defending world champions
continued the jinx of no
host country having won a
world or Olympic title in 42
years.
The U.S. finished third
behind the winning
Canadians and the second
place West Germans.
And young American rider
Caroline Traverinas received
a serious head injury in the
stadium jumping when her
horse Comic Relief took a
bad fall.
Davidson put himself in
position to defend the title
he won four years ago at
Burghley, England when he
covered the demanding
Free For The Asking!
write
BIBLE CORRESPONDENCE COURSE
Box 307, Murray, KY 42071cross-country course without
a miss Saturday aboard
Might Tango.
Security Federals ad which ran in Saturday's Murray Ledger & Times
Should have read:
All accounts are insured up to $40,000 and interest is com-
pounded daily except on our 6 months treasury certificates
from date of deposit to date of withdrawal. Passbook ac-
counts may add to or withdraw at any time. Certificates
require $1,000.00 minimum. Dividends may be withdrawn
monthly, quarterly, semi-annually, annually as the
depositor may choose.
Its football time again time for yOu 10 enter our
PP&K competition whereyou can test your football
skills by competing with others your own age
Winners will receive a PP&K trophy and a chance
to compete in higher levels of competition The
finals will be held at the NEC Charnp4on sh ip game
to be played on Jpnyary .7, 1979.
_
Savings 8 Loon Association
Registration: August 18 through
October 6th.
Registration is very simple Come into our dealer-
ship with your parent or guardian to sign up
While you're here, be sure to pick up a free PP&K
Tips Book. In it you'll find tips from the pros on how
y_o_or skills and prepare for Punt, Pass
& kick








































Thomas Lawson House in
Grand Rivers, Livingston
County, has been entered on
the National Register of
Historic Places.
Mrs. Eldred W. Melton,




financier from Boston. built
the house around 1876 along
with five other houses, two
charcoal furnaces, and a
brick commercial building.
The construction, in what
was then known as
Nicholasville, was part of a
grand scheme to establish
an iron industry in the town.
Before Lawson had a chance
to live in his house, the
scheme collapsed because
shipping modes were inferior
and a higher grade ore was
discovered in the North."
The National Register of
Historic Places is the official
list of the nation's cultural
resources worthy of
preservation and is main-
tained by the U.S. Depar-
tment of the Interior.
Listing on the Register
enables property owners to
apply for federal and state
matching grants-in-aid and
for federal tax benefits. It
also provides limited






1 JaG:,- 1.- 2 GISTS name
5 S 3 Relaxing
9 C 4 Handle
'2 G• 5 Article
6 Claws
13F - 7 Above
14 Case. 8 Brood ol
'5 Crates pheasants
17 Toaarp snet- 9 Incline
ter 10 Ireland
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"BREEZY" is the masterpiece and mascot of the aircraft mechanics shop at Somerset
Vocational-Technical School "People see it and just assume we're responsible, and
were glad they do" said Barnes Barnes, head of the School's aircraft mechanics staff.
'Winged Go-Cart' Hits Skies
A strange contraption
resembling a winged go-cart
has been sighted recently in
the skies around Somerset.
One of a growing number of
witnesses reported he saw a
naked airplane." Another
said he glimpsed a remote-
control drone I pilotless craft)
with a man perched
precariously on its nose.
"Breezey" will never be
mistaken for a UFO, though
her appearance is equally
bizarre. Her open cockpit,
exposed structural com-
ponents and simple controls
conjure visions of Kittyhawk,
but Breezy's true nature is
betrayed by the single word
"experimental" inscribed on
the edge of her snow-white
wing.
She's the masterpiece and
mascot of the aircraft
mechanics shop at Somerset
State Vocational-Technical
School, located adjacent to the
Pulaski County public airfield.
Originated, then abandoned,
by the American Ex-
perimental Aircraft
Association, the Breezy
project was financed by a
group of private businessmen
and completed by teachers
and students at the school.
What's more, the novelty of
the finished product has in-
stilled pride and respect in the
community, according to
Barney Barnes, department
head of the five-teacher
aviation mechanics staff at
Somerset.




opened in 1971. But, not
enough people recognize the
great opportunity here, said
Barnes. Classes are operating
at only about half capacity
while most other vocational
programs are overcrowded.
"There is an acute shortage of
aviation mechanics, primarily
the result of the growth of new
and complex fields in the




"Believe it or not," the
average age of today's air-
craft mechanic is 57, meaning
a lot of these guys will retire
pretty soon. Who'll take their
places? I'm already getting
more calls from industry than
we can fill."
Then speaking of Breezy
again, Barnes said, "she has
gotten the mechanics school a
lot of good publicity as well as
serving to train," em-
phasizing that the plane is not
a toy. Power is supplied by a
small, air-cooled "pusher
prop" engine mounted behind
the wing. She's already
reached altitude of 8,000 feet
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I'M GOING TO GIVE
SOMEONE




PON'T CALL ON V,E FOR
A LONILE, MA'AM... I'M
kERE,13UT MY NOSE IS
IN THE RECOVER ti ROOM
I'M ON MY VACATION AND I LOVE














SUCH FUN, SHOWN& ltDU
















minipulative skill and con-
struction process at their
command, Barnes and
company took the EEA's
castoff and whipped Breezey
into her present spic-and-span
condition.
''We rebuilt and overhauled
the engine, painted it, welded
it, rigged the various controls
and so forth. In other words,
we used practically every
basic procedure that goes into
the building of any flying
machine - from a helicopter
to a 747," said Barnes.
The mechanic school offers
to separate training sequences
with students usually
enrolling in both. Airframe
maintenance students learn
about structural elements




certified by the Federal
Aviation Agency, enabling
students to take their FAA
examinations when they are
through with about 19 months
of 2,320 classroom hours of
instruction.
Most of the school's "guinea
pigs" - like its huge World
War II-vintage C-47 transport
and jet engine demonstrators
- are donations or hand-me-
downs from private and
governmental aviation in-







been instituted at the aviation
mechanics school. For the
first time, high school
students from surrounding
districts are being enrolled in
a separate "head start"




examination will be awarded
46 credit hours toward an




attain the associate degree,
students must complte 18
additional hours of post-
secondary general education
classes which may be taken





Technical School may contact
the student services office in
Somerset. 606-679-4303, or the
Bureau of Vocational





Mich. (AP) - Cap pistols,
firecrackers, Frisbees,
skateboards and toy
bullwhips are now banned on
much of this island retreat
in the Straights of Mackinac
because they distract the
front end of the horse-
andbuggy population.
Mackinac Island has 500
horses.
"There have been some




tossing Frisbees or Cracking
a bullwhip have no idea they
cause a driver of a horse rig
to sweat bullets. They don't
realize how easy it is to
spook an animal.
"Some kids might be
making some beautiful
maneuvers on a skateboard,
but those things can get
away and either slide under
a horse or hit them."





























GLASS WORK. Auto glass
installed, store front work,
custom made picture
frames, tub and shower
enclosurers, storm doors
and windows repair or
replace. Plate glass,
window glass, plex-a glass,
insulated glass and
mirrors. Patio doors repair
or replace. Also small
home improvement work.
M & G Complete Glass, 816




















I LARRY L. WILSON, am
no longer responsible for
any other debts than my
own as of Sept. 15, 1978. 
WHAT WE do best is care.
Needline, 753,6333.
NOTICE
Dot Clark wishes to
advise her friends that








You can make this kind of
money your first year vs ith
Of the top forty_rompanies
our field. .e have the bco
record of claim payment ov0i
the last ten years. America:,
Republic Insurance Company
has no policy fees and pays
you advanced commissions
You receive one of the highesr
cornrrission rates in thr
business and top benefits for
vou and your family
You u ill receive financial help
hile training Our company
is on the move and ue need
career people uho are in-

















3. CARD OF THANKS
OUR-- *-4FART', WERE
overwhelmed at the manti
cards, gifts and visits of
friends at our golden
wedding anniversary
celebration on Sunday,
September 3 Thank you for
making It such An en
lOYable and memorable
day. Mr and Mrs. Wildie
Ellis.
S. LOST R. FOUND
LOST: LADIES SMALL
Black clutch purse. Lost in
the vacinity of 4th and
Main. Contains important
papers and identification If







Center, Murray Ky. First
building will be a K-Mart,
pay 50 cents per hour
above union scale Call 759




desirable. Call 753-9694 or
apply at 205 S. 6th St. 
EXPERIENCED painters,
steady work,. for interview,
call 753-0838 or 753-5287.
RADIOLOGY
TECHNICIAN. Immediate
opening for R.P., ARRT. to
work in Trigg County
Community Hospital, Cadiz,
Ky. Call involved, inquires
treated confidentially,
salary negotiable. Contact
Mr. John Sims, 1-522-3215




perience prefered but not
necessary. Full time. Apply
Calloway Mfg 111 Poplar. 
STATION ATTENDANT
wanted. X-Cel Oil Com-
pany, 403 Sycamore,
Murray. Must be over 18







Full time - part time at
Minnens, Bel-Air Cen-
ter. Apply in person,
Mon. 1-9, Tues. 10-5.
An Equal Opp, Employer
WANTED MAINTENANCE
man full on part time. All
aspects of remodeling,
some cleaning. Apply in
person at Regal 8 Inn, 517





Apply in person after 2 pm.
Trenholms Reefurant, 1206
Chestnut.
YORK SPRING Co. Will be
hiring the month of Sep
tember. Apply at 203 S.
2nd. St. or call 753 6646
between 7 am and 3:30 pm. 
9. SITUATIONS WANTED
INNOVATIVE, responsible,
honest 22-year old male






available. Write C. Hudson,
3 Tandy Center, Ft Worth,
TX. 76102, or call 1 817-336
3030.
IMMEDIATE OPENING in
Murray area. Age 21 or





necessary. Call 1 247 6867,
Mayfield, Ky., 8:30 am to








AM LOOKING for guitar
students - all styles - all
ages. Contact Monte Fisher
at Chuck's Music, 753-3682
12. INSURANCE
HOMEOWNERS INSURANCE
25% DISCOUNT IF YOU
QUALITY SEE WAYNE WILSON
FOR MORE INFORMATION.
WILSON INSURANCE AND
REAL ESTATE 302 N. 12TH
753-2263.
14. WANT TO BUY
COUPLE WANTS water
front, three bedroom, two
bath or larger brick home.
Will pay cash or terms. Up
to 200 acres adjoining or
seperate location also
desired. Write Thomas
Patton, 252 E. Boltvar Dr.




brakes (do not want 10-
Speed, etc.). Call 753-3147.
WANT TO BUY. Used
sliding glass doors. Call
753-5595 or 753-5000.
15. ARTICLES FOR SALE
ANTIQUE RADIO, table
lamps with matching end
tables, 2 coach lights for
home. Call 753-4736.
ANTIQUE CHINA cabinets,
curve class, 10-door pie
safe, oak and walnut
furniture, lots of other
small miscellaneous items.
See at Hubert Coles
Antiques, 4 miles S. 641.
20-13 DOZER with two
blades and rake, a Phelan
low boy with truck, Call
901-235-2704.
EARLY AMERICAN style
couch, $50. Color tv set,
early american, $40. 6-
drawer dresser, antique
white, $75. call 753-3976
after 6 pm.
FOR SALE: Encyclopedias,
call 435-4426 after 5 pm. 
4 NEW MAG. Polished
Aluminum wheels. 14 inch
with 2 L-60-14 Goodyear
white letter tires, $160.
Phone. 753,7393.
NEW MODERN designed
wooden lawn chair. Can be
seen at 1624 Olive or see
Gerald Waldrop. Also for
sale a lawn bird feeder.
1973 REBUILT Chevy Luv
motor and transmission,
plus may extra parts. Sell
all for S340. Call 753-9400.
111/2 X 23 living room r
carpet, with foam. (beige,
green and orange). Call
753,5057.




102 N. 4th 753-5397
16. HOME FURNISHINGS
z
We Buy, Sell Or Trade
Used Furniture or Ap-
pliances










Opening in local area, for experienced
loan manager, 3 years minimum ex-
perience . Full insurance program,
profit sharing, bonus and retirement.
Call for an appointment.
Wit. Stein, 753-2325
MR. FARMER
If you need good quality Ag Lime,
hauled and stockpiled on your farm.
Call or see Roger Hudson, located 10
miles out on East 94 Hwy. Call 753-6763
or 7534545.
OFFICE SUPERVISION
Ferry Morse Seed Co. desires an individual v‘ith
off4ce 'supervision experience for its plant
located in FLdtrin, Ky. Responsibilities will in-
cludevsespervising order processing deportment;
and general office management functions. ,end
resume and salary history to' -
PLANT CONTROLLER
































































































































































































ft-tiGE 11 THE MURRAY, Ky., LEDGER & TIMES, Monday, September 18, 19Th
PUT IT IN THE
1/ VACUUM CLEANERS
ELECTROLUX Sales and
Service in Paducah Call 1
443 6469. In Murray call
Tony Montgomery 753 6760. 
It FARM EQUIP.
FOR SALE Tobacco and
tomato sticks. Call 489 2126.
NEW IDEAL, one row'corn




waders, duck decoys, foot
operated clay pidgeon trap,
back pack basket and other
sporting Items. See at 1399
Johnson or call 753-0536. 
22. MUSICAL
GIBSON EB 3 bass guitar
with case and Peavey bass
amplifier, 400 series. Also 2
Kustom p.a. speaker




piano, organ, or voice
lessons. Experienced
teaching with degrees in
music. Private lessons age
6 and up-beginners to
advanced. Rental purchase







cannot be beat anywhere.
Shop for yourself and see.





grain fed-aged beef. Front
quarter 79 cents a pound,
whole or side 89 cents a
Pound. Hind quarter 99
cents a pound hanging
weight. Food stamps ac•
cepted. We also do custom
slaughtering. Paris Meat
Processing, 6/2 8201. One
mile north of Paris on old
Murray road.
26. TV-RADIO
JUST RECEIVED 30 color
tv sets, console and por-
table and 20 black and
white console and por
tables. Also a load of
refrigerators and deep
freezers. 759-4895.
27. MOB. HOME SALES
1970 MODERN AGE 12 X
60 2 BR, mobile home in
fair condition on extra nice
IGO X 175 lot. Has tin
storage building. Priced
$7,500. Call 753-8086 after 4
frm.
TWO BR Mobile home, 1/2
bath, coppertone kitchen,
eyelevel oven, washer and
&yew, gas and electric
heat. All new carpets Cal
759-4085 or 753-5816.
11 X 60 2 BR, all electric
mobile home with special
insulation, furnished on one
acre land with large wood
storage building. Priced
$10,000 or $3,000 down and
take up payments of $136
monthly. (1977 Warrior
mobile home.) Call 753 8086
after 4 pm. 
27. MOB. HOME SALES  38. PETS-SUPPLIES.
TWO BEDROOM mobile
home on lovely 14 acre
landscaped lot Great in-
vestment at $1000, and take
over payments. call 753
4736 anytime.
1975 12 X 60, 2 BR, all
electric, unfurnished, like
new. Call 753 3280 before 5
Pm.
12 X 60 TWO BR, utility
room, loads of cabinets and
closets plus coat closet
Wall paper, big water
heater, excellent condition
Shown by appointment
only. Call 489-2774 after
5.30 pm.
12 X 60, THR-EE BR, gas,
partly furnished, nice
drapes and carpet, air and
appliances. Extra nice, call
753-4074 or 753-1877.
12 X 50 mobile home, all
electric, excellent condition,
central heat and air. Call
492-8378 or 492-8555.
28. MOB. HOME RENTS
TWO BEDROOM trailer,10
x 50, newly carpeted, real
nice, east of Almo. Call
759.408.1 or 753-6791.
TRAILER ON Blood River
Lake, electric heat and air,
540 per month thru the
winter. Call 4362427.
12 X 60, TWO BR, water
furnished. Call 753-0957.
12 X 65, THREE BR
mobile home for rent.
Deposit and references
required. Call 753 4509 or
753-7357.
31. WANT TO RENT
WANT TO SHARE house
near MSU with adult
female graduate or faculity
member. Call Rebakah
Blaine, 753-8325, 8 5 and
753-6577. after 5 pm
Available October 1.
32. APTS. FOR RENT
FURNISHED ONE
bedroom apartment near
downtown Murray. Call 753-
4109.
THREE OR FOUR BR
apartment, unfurnished,
1225 per month. Call 753-
8731.
34. HOUSES FOR RENT
NICE TWO BR, un-
furnished house, close to
campus, family only, $165.
No pets, gas heat, 753-1203.










DeLyn FARM. We buy and
sell livestock. 489-2663
Openings Exist for critical care and
staff RN's on 3-11 and 11-7 shifts.
Prefer experience but will provide ex-
tensive training for those wanting to go
into the units. Excellent salary,
benefits, working conditions. For ad-








KELLEY'S TERMITE & PEST CONTROL
I 













NEW OFFICE HOURS Closed All Day Wed.
Mondav-Fridav : 313-Noon Saturday 7:30 til 5:00
PRICE NAIR CUT S1.50 PRICE SHAVE Sits









Toy poodle. Brown, 8
months old, very loveable,
$100. Call 753 5513.
FOR SALE: Toy terrier
Fox terrier pups. Excellent
companions for children or
adults. Good squirrel dogs.
Call 753 6505 after 5pm.






Sept. 16, and Mon. Sept. 18.
Bicycles, coppertone range
hood, clothes vallet, clock
radio, lots of miscellaneous.
Clothing: boys, 6-18. shoes,
1/2 71/2; ladies, 8:10, shoes,
6; mens, large, shoes, 9.
SEARS CONTRACTORS
wheelbarrow, 7" electric
saw, cartop boat carrier,
airless paint sprayer 'SQ
stanley miter box with saw.
Other shop and garden
tools. 8 mm movie camera,
projector and light bar,
electric room humidifier, 43. REAL ESTATE
electric percolators, other
house hold gadgets. See at




44. LOTS FOR SALE 48. USED CARS
TWO EXCELLENT lots in
Keniana subdivision, on
blacktop road.Community




45. FARMS FOR SALE
40 ACRES of good land. 28
tendable acres, some
timber, tobacco base, 2700
ft. hwy. frontage, old
house, log smoke house,
many _nice_ build ing_spots. 1
mile from Ky. Lake, New
Concord area $26,000
Charles B. McCuiston 753-
5124.
46. HOMES FOR SALE
EXCELLENT IN
VESTMENT, two bedroom,
V 19te tinited Feature Sodicate Inc one bath home located on
N 16th street just 300 feet
WHAT) GRUBE R) ̀.(OU CAUGH- °" Hwy 121 Bypass, lotalmost one acre. Zoned for
business. S11,500. DONALD






Paved road, good water, 72
acres approximately in row
crop. Small house best
offer. A. Williams, 832
Wendober Rd. Mobile, Ala.
36608, (205)-344-1917.
5 ACRES inside City
Limits. This property is




who buys this property has
built-in hedge against in
flation. Also included is





P.'2 ACRES, with two
houses, located on Hwy 444
close to lake. Just reduced
to $14,000. DONALD R
TUCKER REALTOR 502
Maple Murray. 753 4342
Prof cantonal Services
With The Friendly touch"
MAKE THE WORLD
GO AWAY. . . With 14
acres, has perfect
wooded building site,
plus 11 acres tendable
and 3 acres timber.
Shade, open land, near
city. Don't Let This
One Get Away. Boyd
Majors Real Estate,
105 N. 12th.
BY OWNER, THREE BR,





BY OWNER: Best buy in
Calloway County. 4 BR,
modern brick, 4 fult baths,
and 1/2 bath. Central heat
and air, natural fire place,
garbage disposal, built-in
self cleaning oven, dish-
washer. Also 8 acres of
land and .2 trailer lots
ready for hook-up. Full size
basement, 2600 sq. ft. floor
space, fully carpeted. This
house would cost over
5100,000 to build. A. Real.
Buy, only $78,000. Call 753-
E1333.
BET YOU thought you'd
never never find it. .2
bedroom home in excellent
location. Priced in the low
teens..Just waiting for you




large 3 bedroom, 2 bath
home on large lot, attached
garage, fireplace, central
heat and air, and many
nice features Priced in
mid 40's. Located only
minutes from city limits on
Locust Grove Church Road.
Phone I KOPPERUD







Just Listed - 3 BR,
11'2 bath, brick home
located on large
choice lot at the cor-
ner of 11th &
Fairlane. Shown
appointment only.
Weekends & Evenings Coll
lee Kennon 436-S676
Red Noll 753 4168
Pam Moody 753 8624





CAN YOU KEEP a secret?
We can't We want you to
know about 2 good
buys.. one is a 2 bedroom,
1' bath, doublewide mobile
home located on approx. 2
acres...We also have a 2
bedroom mobile home on
1,2 acres with additional
acreage available if









With The Friendly Touch"
B.V. Bi-level, loaded
with quality. 3












bedroom brick home, 2
blocks from university.
Earn extra income with
upstairs 1 bedroom apar
tment with outside en-
trance'. Full basement,
central natural gas heat,
and 15'x20' brick storage
building are extra nice
features. Price just reduced
to S29,900. Phone KOP•
PERUD REALTY, 753-1222.
LOVELY 3 bedroom, 2 bath
home in Lakeway Shores,
plush carpeting, nice kit-
chen with appliances, lake
privileges for residents,
this home is insulated
throughout wih R-1), R 19,
and R-21 and is one of the
best insulated homes
around. A 400 Amp breaker
box. Walls are on 8"
center, metal outside











term 75 Acres within 2 miles
of city Cmitts. Nat stock
water, barns, tebocco allot
new. Movie is gook, built
wills 3 bedrooms, 1 11/1 baths,
fireplace, 2 est raw . This is
seed form lend with Mob
productivity.
INCOME PROPERTY, 407 S.
EA St. This LARGE 7 apart
merit holm hes $300.00 in
cense per month, end the op-
stairs mold be meek into
onetimer apartment with very
Hefts espouse. RUT 171AT IS
NOT All, another apartment
is set report ham tins, located
wi bock rents for $150.00 per
month. Al on approximately I
sere lot. TOW reenel OW.*




HOUSE AND FOUR acres,
fe ced,,, nice setting, 15
ninuteS to Murray atP ryes, In. Call days, 901





bank making for low
energy bills. 2 bedrooms,
living room, kitchen and
bath.. And as an added
bonus, a two bay cieen-up
shop. All plus 5'2 acres








With Th( Friendly Touch"







Located on large cor-
ner lot. Call Us & See
It Today. Boyd Majors
Real Estate, 105 N.
12th.
IMMEDIATE occupancy.
Quality built with luxury
features. Central gas heat
and electric air con-
ditioning. Three bedrooms,
two baths, fireplace, loads
of kitchen cabinet. Near
Murray High. 804 Minerva.
Call 753-0196 or 753-7906.
TWO BR older home near
downtown. Fenced in yard,
upstairs an.d partial
basement. $22,000. Call 753-
0807.
47. MOTORCYCLES
MINI BIKE, will trade for
go cart. Call 437-9505.















located on busy highway
94, 12 miles from Murray
near Kentucky Lake. Store
has thriving fresh produce
business, greenhouse for
plant and flower sales,
fishing equipment and bait
sales, trucks for tran-
sporting produce This is a
well established business











ust Listed - 5
room, 3 bedroom, 1
bath on 10 acres in-
cluding barn, out-
buildings, pond, cen-
tral heat & air. Only
25,500. Call us for an
ppointment.
Veetieenos a Evenings Coll
lot 'Kennon 436 5616
Bud Noll 153 411611
Peon Meetly 753 804
Don Tacker 753 1930
Purdom & Thurman




WE HAVE iuSt listed a
reasonably priced two
bedroom home in a central
location. This is in the
vicinity of 6th And Vine
street close to shopping
downtown, school and
hospital The home in-
cluded the drapes.
refrigerator, stove and
dishwasher_ Call JOHN C
NEUBAUER REALTOR,
206 N 4th St, 753-010) or




REALTY, 711 main. We
have had many inquiries
regarding all typcs of farm
land and acreage tracts. If
you have a at m or
acreage tracd- sell,
contact us at 753 1222. Also
if you have been wanting to
purchase scrimp. contact
us for an update on
properties listed for sale in
Calloway County We at
KOPPERUD REALTY
provide a compieft range
of Real Estat, Service.
Phone us today
1978 BROWN HONDA
CV,CC, Civic, 6500 miles,
priced to,...se1.1,,Call 759-1207
after-5 pm.
1968 CHEVELLE SS. good
condition. Call 437-9505.
1973 CONTiNENTAL Town
Coupe, stereo, leather in.
terrior. extra clean. Call
753-2936
1970 CHRYSLER New
Yorker, 4-door, fully loaded
and in exceptional con-
dition, $650. Call Sid Jobs
Sr. 436-2180.
1978 CAMARO, 6 cylinder,
automatic, air conditioning,
power steering, power
brakes. Price 5.5,000. Call
753 6965 or 753-8730.
1956 CHEVROLET, 6 cyl.,
straight, will sell cheap
Call 759-1770.
1970 CHEVROLET
Kingswood Estate wagon. 9
passenger, good condition,
$450. Call 436-2427.
1976 DATSUN 280-Z, loaded'
with extras. Call (502)-1-
443-7915.
1976 FORD LTD, for more
information call 759 4459
, 1967 FORD Mustang, 125
Can Am Yamaha. Curtis
Mathis Entertainment
Center, 27" color tv, AM
FM radio and stereo Call
753-7861
1968 FORD, 4 door,
automatic, power steering,




excellent conditon. 753 4707. 
1969 LTD, 4 door, hard tot%
power and air. Also, a
Gibson amp and guitar.
Call 753-5582.
1978 LTD II Brougham, one
,owner, 3,000 actual miles, 9





sharp, $2400. Call 753-9828
or 759 1864 ask for Martha.
1973 Montego GT., 1970
Opal Cadet, 1974 Couger
XR-7. Call 767-4479.
1973 MERCURY, low
mileage, air and power,
excellent condition
throughout, $2300. Call 753.
3710 after 5 pm.
1975 MUSTANG II, Mark I,
4 cyl, 4-speed, AM FM
radio-tape, 28 mpg, $2650.
Call 1 8983972.
1971 OLDSMOBILE, good




steering and brakes, AM
radio, air, excellent con
dition. 753-2810
1973 SATELLITE, mag
wheels, L-60 14 inch tires
on rear, other extras, $900.
Call 753-4740.
SHARP 1973 Impalla, 2
door, hard top, green-green
vinyl top, tilt wheel, air
conditoning, 49,000 actual
miles, $1495. 759-1161 or 753-
9460.
1974 TOYOTA Corona SR,
low mileage, loaded, 5.
speed, call 762-6804, or 759-
4756 after 6.
1978 TRAMS AM, white,
factory tape, power win-
dows, tilt, cruise control
and air. Call 753-2414 or
759-1518.
1976 TOYOTA Coralla
Deluxe sation wagon ex
cellent condition, Atn•Fm





drive. Short wheel base, 4
speed, call 753,3938 between
10 am and 3 pm.
1966 CHEVROLET long
wheel base pickup truck,
good bed and motor. Call
753 9688 after 4:30 m
1966 DODGE pick p truck,
atuomatic, $350. so a 1975
FMC model 150 Bowlens
lawn and garden ractor, 14
hp hydrastatic, th 42 inch















Insulation Inc., Rt. 7, Box
258, Murray, Ky. (5021-435-
4527.
BEFORE WET, cold
weather, white rock and
grade driveways. We have
any size limestone and pea
gravel. Free estimates.
Call Clifford Garrison, 753-
5429 after 4 pm.
BUSH HOGGING, North
Calloway and South
Marshall. Hurry before the







BYARS BROTHERS & Son-
General home remodeling,
framing, aluminum siding,
gutters, and roofjng. Call 1-
395 4967 or 1-362-4895.
CHIMNEY CLEANING,
bird screens installed,
minor repair work by Cliff
Heegel, Magic Hat





Custom Carpet Care. 489-
2774.
CALLOWAY COUNTY
weekly trash pickup. You
throw it away, we'll haul it
away. Yard and garages
cleanet*Call 753-3506. 
CARPET CLEANING,
vibra back, steam dry
cleaning, references.
Reasonable rates, free
estimates. Call 759 4085 'or
753-5816.
DO YOU need stumps
removed from your yard or
land cleared of stumps? We
can remove stumps up to
24" below the ground,
leaving only sawdust and
chips. Call for free
estimate, Steve Shaw 753-
9490 or Bob Kemp, 435.4343.
EXPERIENCED interior
and exterior painters with
references. Call 759-1228
FENCE SALES at Sears
now. Call Sears 753-2310 for
free estimates for your
needs.
FOR YOUR septic tank
and backhoe work needs.
Also septic tank cleaning.
Call John Lane. Phone 753-
8669 or 436-5348.
FOR ANNUAL or monthly
pest control sevice, call






753-2310 for free estimates
S3. SERVICES OFFERED
GET YOUR order in for
lime early. We haul from
Reeds, Fredonia, and Three
Rivers. Call 1 382 26-46. We




those small jobs done? For
all your odd iob needs Cell
753-8056.
J & L BLACKTOP paving
and repairing. Call 753-1537
LICENSED ELECTRICIAN





service, call Ernest White,
753-0605.
LICENSED ELECTRICIAN
and carpenter No job to
small. Free estimates
Phone 753-5929 or write K-C
Electric, P.O. Box 531,
Murray, Ky.




repair. Call Joe Jackson at
Chuck's Music Center, 753,
3682 or 753-7149 after 6 pm.
ROOFING, excellent
references. Call 753-1486
between 7 am and 3:30 pm,
ask for Shelley.
SEPTIC TANKS cleaned,
field lines layed, all types





Also, dealers for Volcano
II, the most efficient wood
burner in America. Solar
King of Mayfield, 247-1253,
607 W. Broadway.
WATER WELLS. Smith
Drilling Co., 24 in. wells.
Call 1527-1836 after 5 p.m.
WET BASEMENT? We
make wet basements dry,
work completely guaran-
teed. Call or write Morgan
Consruction Co., Route 2,
Box 409 A, Paducah, Ky.












WANTED. Junk cars. Call
474-8838.
WANTED 2 BR house in
country. No more than 6





FOR SALE: 15 ft. camper
Call 753-4509.
LONG BED camper top,
white with wood finish.
Paneled and insulated. Call
753-9517 after 5 pm.
WHITE CAMPER SALES
Your local Starcraft dealer,
only a few 1978 models left
at discount prices. Corn
plete line of parts and
access. Non toxic anti-
freeze, 3.99 a gallon.
Located 4 miles E. of
Murray on Hwy. 94. 753
0605.
BARKLEY LAKE
Two level, 5 bedroom brick, two full
ceramic baths, huge utility room, 2
fireplaces, fully carpeted, kitchen with
built-ins, large lot. Two car detached
garage with nice guest apartment above.
Owner has other interest. Price
$110,000.
Ohio Valley Real Estate
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Silver Fish & Stfrubs
Kelley's Termite
& Pest Control
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Deaths and Funerals
Rites Held Sunday Shackelford Rites
For Owen McKinney Held On Saturday
Funeral services for Owen
A. McKinney' were held
Sunday- at two p.m, at the
chapel of the J. H. Churchill
Funeral 'Home with the Rev.
Max Bailey officiating. .
Pallbearers were Luther
Geurin. Roy Bynum, Kenny
Williams, Bennie Geurin,
Johnny Scott. and James
Geurin. Burial was in the
Outland Cemetery.
Mr. McKinney, age 82.
died Friday at 7:02 a.m. at
the Westview Nursing Home.
He was a resident of the
Murray Manor .Apartments,
and was preceded in death
by his wife. Mrs. Betty
Hicks McKinney, on Jan. 6,
1963.
The Murray man, a
retired farmer, was a
member of the Providence
Primitive Baptist Church.
Born April 27, 1896, at
Farmington, he was the' son
of the late Harris McKinney
and Nola Hill McKinney.
Survivors include two
daughters, Mrs. Mary
Homra, Rockford, III., and
Mrs. Iva Johnson, Detroit,
Mich.; one son, J. D.
McKinney, 510 North








Boys pod girls. ages 8 to 13.
come to our dealership
_ August 18 through
September 29 to sign up
Bring your parent or
guardian and white
you're here pick up a
tree PP&K Tips Book
You'll find tips from the
pros that may improve
your skills and your
chances for a trip to the
PP&K finals to be held at
the NEC Championship
game to be played on







The funeral for Homer
Shackelford of New Concord
was held Saturday at two
p.m. at the chapel of the
Blalock-Coleman Funeral
Home with the Rev. George
White officiating and The
Kings Sons providing the




Osbron, Robert Bucy, and
Freeman Willoughby. Burial
was in the Shackelford
Cemetery.
Mr. Shackelford, age 89.
died Thursday at 11:15 p.m.
at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. He was a
member of the New Mt.
Carmel Baptist Church and
a retired farmer. Born Aug.
31, 1889, in Calloway County,
he was the son of the late
Carrol Blair Shackelford and
Alice Grooms Shackelford.
He is survived by one
sister, Mrs. Eliza Williams,
and two, brothers, Brooks






stillborn infant daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Carter of
Mayfield Route Two, were
held Saturday at two p.m. at
the Maplewood Cemetery,
Mayfield, with Eddie Cagle
officiating.
The infant daughter was
born Friday at 11:35 a.m. at
the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
Survivors are her parents
and one brother, Kevin;
grandparents, Mr. and Mrs.
Jimmy Carter, Clinton, and
Mr. and Mrs. Gurvis
Jackson, Mayfield; great
grandparents. Mr. and Mrs.
Lee Jackson, Mayfield, and
Mrs. Marie Carter, Clinton.
Meeting Slated
At North School
There will be a meeting of
all first grade parentsi Sept.
21 at 7 p.m. at North
Elementary.
The purpose of the
meeting is to explain the
new grading system and to
give parents an opportunity
to meet your child's teacher,
a spokesman said.
Stock Market
Prices of stock of local interest at
noon. EDT. today, furnished to the
Ledger & Times by First of Michigan.
Corp of M wray, are as follows:
trydostrtal Average-    45-11.1
Air Products 35 uric
American Motors IN %
Ashland Oil 444 j'a
American Telephone Ws um
Bonanza Ths8 risA
Chrysler lris +Ls


































and the 8-year-old comedy
"All in the Family"
dominated the 30th annual
Enuny awards amid com-
plaints of divisive' counter-
programming by ABC and
NBC opposite the CBS
telecast.
"Holocaust" and "All in
the Family" each received
six awards during Sunday's
four-hour program, which
was interrupted in the
eastern and central time
zones for a half-hour live
report from the White House
on the successful conclusion
of the Middle East summit
conference.
The awards to
"Holocaust," which told of
Nazi atrocities against the
Jews in World War II,
ironically came just before
the summit report.
"Holocaust," the second
most watched show in
television history behind last
year's "Roots," was named
the outstanding limited
series. It also won in three
acting categories and for
writing and direction. The
912-hour series also had
received two awards in the
creative crafts presentations
last week for a total of eight
nys.l in the Family" won
six out of seven awards in
the comedy categories, in-
cluding best comedy series.
ABC, the front-running
network in the Nielsen
ratings, won only eight
Emmys Sunday night and 19
all together, including the
creative crafts. Second-place
CBS won 16 during the
telecast and 24 altogether.
NBC, the third-ranked
network in the ratings, won
13 during the telecast and 24
in all. PBS won four Sunday
and a total of seven.
The Emmy program itself,
presented annually by. the
Academy of Television Arts
and Sciences, faced some
unusually stiff competition
for an audience. ABC aired
its $7 million pilot movie
"Battlestar Galactica"
against the awards telecast
and NBC aired the second
half of its 25th anniversary
salute to Walt Disney and
the second half of the block-
buster movie "King Kong."
Norman Lear, creator of
"All in the Family," opened
the Emmy show with a blast
against the ABC and NBC
counter-programming. Such
competition, he said,
"cannot be in the best in-
terest of the industry and it
certainly isn't in the public's
interest."
Michael Moriarty, ac-
cepting his award with a
partially bald head from a
recent movie part, was
named best lad actor in a
limited series for his role as





a number of burglary and
theft reports during the
weekend, a police
spokesman said today.
Police arrested Roy Bruce
Tighe,21, E7 Murray
Ntanor,charging him with
theft of a value under $100
in connection with an ap-
parent theft of some metric
tools from an auto parked at
Carroll Volkswagen Sunday
evening.
According to the police
spokesman, police in-
vestigated a burglary report
at the residence of Nicky
Wilkins, 601 S. 11th
St.,Murray. Wilkins reported
that a -record player,
cassette tapes and speakers
were taken in the burglary.
The police spokesman said
the burglary apparently
occurred between 9:45 p.m.
and midnight Sept. 16.
The-- spokesman' said
Boston Tea Party personnel
reported the theft of two
flags from that restaurant,
apparently between 1 a.m.
and 6 a.m. Sept. 17.
F,elyn Ott reported four
wheel covers taken from an
auto parked at Murray High
on Sept. 15, the spokesman
said.
Police investigated a
burglary report from Ora
Lee Farris, 1610 Dodson.
You can take off those extra pounds And by doing it.
improve your health as well as your looks.
Here are some tips for taking off pounds successfully.
Seta reasonable goal_ Just a pound or two a weak is the
best for loss and for maintaining a healthy diet
Cut down on caknies Eat slowly -ynuil feel full on
----joss Exercise regularly to help burn up calcines and tone
biody tissue Join ail exercise or weight 'control dub for
group 5lsb4=011
By ing extra pounds. you'll look better and
decrease your risk of serious ailments like diabetes and
heart disease Staying healthy is the best kind of health
. rare -- and the least expensive You can help by taking
Care of .yourselt •
At Blue Cross and Blue Shield andl)elta Dental of
-gentucloy. we're concerned about nsing health Care
costs Thai's why we're working with consumers,
dentists, physicians and hospitals to find ways to hold
costs down.
Write us for information on or :Ing in quality
health rare prepayment plant CMS' Meld ['Slue •
Station Road otasville. KY
Shield and Delta Dental of Kg. Ity, 9901 Linn
i
who told police a person or
persons broke into her home
and took some silverdollars,
half dollars and $2 bills. And
Lonnie 'Higgins, 47B Riviera
Courts reported a burglary
of an eight track tape from
his residence on Sept. 16,
Meryl Streep, as the
Christian daughter-in-law of
the Jewish family central to
the series, was named best
lead actress. Blanche Baker,
playing the young daughter
of the Jewish family who
died in a gas chamber, was
named best supporting
actress in a single per-
formance in a comedy or
drama series.
Gerald Green was named
best writer for a limited
series for his script for
"Holocaust," and Marvin J.
Chomsky was cited for his
direction.
Carroll O'Connor was
named best lead actor in a
comedy series and Jean
Stapleton as best lead ac-
tress — both for the third
time for "All in the
Family."
Rob Reiner won his second
Emmy as best supporting
actor in a comedy series as
the liberal thorn in Archie
Bunker's side. Eirunys also
went to director Paul Bogart
and writers Bob Weiskopf,
Bob Schiller, Barry Harman
and Harve Brosten.
Reiner, who will not be
returning to the series, told
the Pasadena Civic
Auditorium audience that
the "All in the Family"
crew would be going to
Washington, D.C., on
Saturday to help present
Archie and Edith Bunker's
favorite chairs to the
Smithsonian Institution. The
cast also will pay a visit to
President Carter at the
White House.
"The Gathering," about
the coming together of a
divided family at Christmas.
was named best drama or
comedy special.
Fred Astaire, a sen-
timental favorite of the
audience, received an
Emmy as best lead actor in
a drama or comedy special
as the aging and ailing
husband in -A Family
Upside Down."
Tennessee Inmate Captured
In Arkansas, Another At Large
MOUNTAIN HOME, Ark.
(AP) — Tennessee prison
inmate Larry Chi= was
captured Sunday in northern
Arkansas, about 18 miles
north of the area police had
been searching with
bloodhounds for almost three
days.
"He seemed relieved that
it was all over," said Baxter
County Sheriff Jack
Gregory.
Arkansas State Police said
Chism, 33, was caught
shortly after noon in Fulton
County.
Chism was one of four
prisoners who shot their way
out of a Dickson, Tenn.,
bowling alley Wednesday
while on a prison field trip.
Two of the escapees,
Floyd Ray Brewer, 28, and




Sunday for the fourth
escapee, Ronald Lyons, 30.
FBI Agent William Kell
said Sunday that the search
for Lyons was focused on
the Cincinnati, Ohio, area
where Lyons' wife, Diana,
lives.
The capture of Chisni
followed a high-speed chase
after Chism allegedly ran a
roadblock along U.S. High-
way 62 and Arkansas High-
way 223 at the Fulton
County community of Viola.
The chase ended moments
later when Chism's pickup
truck crashed into a state
police car at the northern
edge of Viola.
Animal Foot Rot Reports High
The prevalence of foot rot among
Kentucky dairy and beef herds greatly
exceeded expectations during the
month of August, according to Dr.
Wade L. Kadel, director of the Murray
State University Veterinary Diagnostic
and Research Center at Hopkinsville.
Kadel contributed the increase in the
number of foot rot cases brought to the
Center's attention in recent weeks to
prolonged dry periods in some sections
of the western reaches of the state this
past summer. In some herds, the
number of cattle affected has been as
high as 80 percent, he said.
Although recent rains are expected to
curtail somewhat the increasing
number of cases, Kadel noted that
lesions in some animals will continue
and new cases still can be expected.
Producers are encouraged, he said,
to carefully check the feet of their
animals regularly and to seek
veterinary assistance if initial symp-
toms such as lameness and fever are
noted. Prompt treatment, he said, is
one of the most effective means of
controlling the disease.
"The animals must be examined
closely," he emphasized, "because a lot
of pus may not be noticed." The disease
is an inflammation of the flesh just
above the claw, or hoof, of the animal,
and if permitted to progress could
result in the loss of the claw, he said.
Untreated beef animals will lose
significant body weight as feed intake
and efficiency is reduced as the disease
develops, he said, while a marked'
reduction of production will be ex-
perienced in dairy herds.
Antibiotics or sulfonamide treatment
along with topical wound applications
will help provide favorable results, he
said, pointing out that local
veterinarians can help producers
control known cases as well as prevent
new ones.
Corrections & Amplifications 11
A story in Friday's newspaper concerning a traffic
accident could have left an incorrect impression in the
minds of readers. It was incorrectly reported that Willie
H. Parker pulled out onto Highway 121 into the path of a
vehicle driven by Paul R. Glass. Parker's vehicle was
already, on the roadway when the two vehicles collided,
according to county sheriff's department officials.
The Murray Ledger & Times tries to correct promptly any errors
in tact or clarify any misleading information appearing in news ar-
ticles. That is the purpose of this column. To report an error or need
for clarification please call "53.1918
MISS YOUR PAPER?
Selosolliers who hey. not
receivad their hornii.slislirerod
copy of The Murray learn
Timis by 5:30 p.m. Mortal-
Fraley or by 3:30 p.m. ois Wee
cloys ore weird to call 7531916
betwiroo 5:30 p.m. and 6 p.m.,
Moodoy-Fridtry, or 3:30 p.m.
mid 4 p.m. Saturdays, to lasers
delivery of the sowspoper. Calls
most be *cosi by 6 p.m.
weekdays or 4 p.m. Sortergeys
to parents* iloliyory.
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I lopkin.sville Federal Savings and Loan
•
• Thursday and Friday
• September 21st & 22nd•
•.. 10:00 a.m.-6 p.m.
•• ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••A•
•••  •.•
*Come to visit. our new QUARTERS at our
Murray South Branch and Well give you a
shiny new QUIRTER. 
*Refreshmonts'serVed.
• I Tncirculated Eisenhower Dollar .to be
given CtIC4i1," FREE with a $100.00 or more
deposit in a new or existing Passbook ac-
count or -any certificate purchase.
*Register for $250.00 that will be given
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